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Abstract  

Peatlands are the largest terrestrial organic carbon store although their unique 

climate and ecology makes them vulnerable to the effects of climate change. 

Organic carbon lost from peatlands may enter streams and undergo processing 

and potential mineralisation to inorganic forms, including the greenhouse gas 

carbon dioxide. The rate of fluvial organic carbon mineralisation has large spatial 

and temporal variability and estimates of mineralisation rates are a source of 

uncertainty in carbon budgets. Previous studies have identified that mineralisation 

and evasion of CO2 is driven by multiple environmental parameters including 

temperature, light intensity, geomorphology, and organic carbon loads. These 

factors all experience their own natural variation, driving a mosaic of process 

outcomes across the landscape. 

Field monitoring is critical to characterising the impact of environmental 

parameters on fluvial carbon mineralisation rates. In recent decades, there has 

been a proliferation of microcontroller boards that can be used to design bespoke 

environmental sensors. Here we present a systematic review of Physical 

Geography literature that has used microcontroller technology, focused on why 

researchers chose that methodological approach. To illustrate this methodological 

approach, we present the fully replicable designs for a low-cost, microcontroller-

based CO2 data logger. As a case study it demonstrates a high post-calibration 

accuracy and pilot field data confirms blanket bog streams as variable sources of 

CO2. The proliferation of open-source, user-made custom sensors in physical 

sciences could allow researchers to answer questions previously unanswerable 

due to the limitations of existing proprietary equipment. The extensive monitoring 

required to capture the variability of mineralisation processes in blanket bog 

streams means a customised approach may provide valuable scientific knowledge, 

as well as methodological innovation. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Environmental sinks of organic carbon have been found to be both vulnerable to 

the effects of climate change and potentially part of a natural climate solution to 

anthropogenic carbon emissions (Griscom et al., 2017). Peatlands are one of the 

most substantial organic carbon pools on Earth, estimated to cover 10% of the 

global land area but store 30% of the global soil carbon (Yu, 2012). The loss of 

terrestrial organic carbon stored in peatlands is of current and future global 

concern (Charman et al., 2013) and there is an extensive body of work into the 

environmental processes occurring in peatlands. The creation of accurate carbon 

budgets is essential to understanding the impact of climate and environmental 

change on peatland function but requires detailed understanding of the 

transformations of organic carbon occurring. 

The wetland nature of peatland environments means watercourses are key to their 

overall function. Terrestrial carbon lost from peatlands enters streams where it 

undergoes processing and potential mineralisation to inorganic gaseous forms 

including the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide. The spatial variability of dissolved 

and subsequently evaded CO2 from fluvial systems is rarely included in global 

carbon models (Raymond et al., 2013; Lauerwald et al., 2015) and estimates of 

mineralisation rates of organic carbon are a source of uncertainty in carbon 

budgets at a local and global scale (Aho et al., 2021). Local measurements of gas 

evasion suggest they may be comparable in scale to the magnitude of DOC fluxes 

(Billet et al., 2015) and upscaling attempts estimate that annual CO2 evasion is 

1.8±0.25 Pg of carbon from streams and rivers (Raymond et al., 2013). Spatial 

variability of measurements has been found to be high (Billet and Harvey, 2013; 

Billet et al., 2015) and large-scale estimates are likely to be associated with high 

uncertainty owing to the lack of understanding on the controls of evasion and 

mineralisation rates (Billet and Harvey, 2013; Billet et al., 2015; Kokic et al., 

2018).  

Field monitoring to capture variability is a key component of characterising the 

impact of environmental parameters on carbon mineralisation rates in peatlands 

and improving the accuracy of spatially or temporally upscaled estimates. 

Monitoring campaigns that capture this variability may mandate significant 

financial investment into off-the-shelf equipment, however the variety of 

processes occurring and the different spatial and temporal scales they operate on 

means this investment may become cost prohibitive. In recent decades, there has 

been proliferation of microcontrollers such as the Arduino or Raspberry Pi boards 
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that can be used with a range of low-cost sensors to monitor natural environments 

(Chan et al., 2020). Designing custom sensors in this way is a potential method 

for scientists to capture data relevant to the complex processes occurring in 

peatland streams, while retaining management and direction of their research 

questions through their self-reliance (Regaldo, 2017). The monitoring required to 

capture the variability of mineralisation processes and outcomes in blanket bog 

streams means this approach may provide added value in terms of scientific 

knowledge, as well as methodological innovation. A review of this approach in 

peatland science does not exist and as such the added value of this approach, 

compared to the use of commercial equipment, is unknown. Furthermore, a 

holistic investigation into why research teams take a custom- and user-made 

approach to monitoring may provide insight. 

1.2 Rationale for Journal Format 

Submitting research degrees in the form of publications is becoming increasingly 

common in physical sciences (Larivière et al., 2008) and means research outputs 

for these degrees can be more straightforwardly viewed as ‘white’ rather than 

‘grey’ literature (Schopfel et al., 2018). For this work, journal format allows the 

research to readily become part of the extensive existing knowledge about 

peatland carbon processing where it can contribute towards future research. 

Furthermore, collaborative research is increasingly common (Wuchty et al., 2007), 

including intra- and inter-disciplinary teams, as is discussed in this thesis. 

1.3 Thesis Structure 

The thesis structure is outlined in Figure 1. The papers included were produced 

collaboratively and specific author contributions are given in Chapters 3 and 4. 

Paper 1 is situated in the context of Physical Geography and argues that Physical 

Geography is ideally suited to spearhead the use of custom sensors. There have 

been existing reviews in the context of other disciplines such as ecology (Allan et 

al., 2018) or healthcare (Niezen et al., 2016) and there exists dedicated journals, 

e.g. the “Journal of Open Source Hardware” (https://openhardware.metajnl.com/) 

or HardwareX (https://www.journals.elsevier.com/hardwarex), that accept open 

source hardware designs from most research disciplines. Paper 2 follows with the 

design and validation of a low-cost CO2 sensor, used in the context of peatland 

fluvial carbon mineralisation. Paper 2 acts as an illustrative case study of a 

custom-made monitoring approach, and is discussed in Chapter 5 in the context 

of the outcomes of Paper 1.  

https://openhardware.metajnl.com/
https://www.journals.elsevier.com/hardwarex
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Chapter 2: Approaches to Monitoring Fluvial Carbon 

Mineralisation 

The scope of this chapter is to present an overview of blanket bogs and summarise 

processes relating to fluvial carbon turnover in peatland environments. This will 

identify potential areas of heterogeneity in the drivers of fluvial processing and 

how this could create a mosaic of process outcomes. Approaches to directly 

monitoring gaseous carbon evasion and processing, or monitoring the drivers of 

evasion and processing to estimate total carbon loss, will also be discussed. This 

will identify gaps in scientific understanding or methodological approach and 

examine whether peatland environments would benefit from novel monitoring 

methods offered by user-made, microcontroller-based custom sensors. 

2.1 Overview of Blanket Bogs 

Peatland ecosystems can be divided into broad categories based on physical 

characteristics including water input, climate zone, nutrient status, or landscape 

topography. Blanket bog peatlands are named owing to their formation over 

widespread and gently sloping or flat areas where the peat ‘blankets’ the 

underlying landscape (Tansley, 1939). They are found throughout the Northern 

Hemisphere, covering 0.1% of the Earth’s surface (Gallego-Sala and Prentice, 

2013) and 6% of the UK (Jones et al., 2003). Peatlands on the British Isles occupy 

the margins of the climatic conditions necessary for their formation, making them 

particularly vulnerable to the effects of climate change (Hough et al., 2010; 

Ferretto et al., 2019). 

Peatlands are an accumulation of organic matter, formed when the rate of organic 

matter production by vegetation exceeds its decomposition, producing stratified 

soil with older material buried by subsequent generations of carbon-rich plant 

matter. There are several factors limiting peat decomposition rates. High 

precipitation and limited evapotranspiration result in waterlogged soils with near-

surface water tables (Charman, 2007). Waterlogging produces anaerobic 

conditions that limit microbial activity and slow decomposition rates (Fenner and 

Freeman, 2011), in tandem with the cold climate of temperate peatlands. 

Sphagnum mosses commonly found on peatlands release acids into the soil which 

impede microbial function and allow Sphagnum to outcompete other peatland 

vegetation, thereby perpetuating peat formation (van Breemen, 1995). Peat 

deposits can be several metres deep, with many peatlands in the northern 

hemisphere accumulating since the last glacial maxima (Gallego-Sala, 2016). As 

a result, peatlands have the highest carbon storage capability of all ecosystems 
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(Yu et al., 2011) and the total amount of carbon stored in UK peatlands is 

estimated to be 2.3–3.12 Gt C (Billett et al., 2010; Joosten et al., 2017). This also 

makes their long-term condition important as losses or gains in carbon storage 

function can have cumulative, as well as immediate, impacts on carbon cycling 

(Charman et al., 2013).  

Peatlands represent a unique combination of hydrological processes and landscape 

topography, and there exists a substantial body of work examining hydrological 

processes occurring in peatlands. The upland location of UK blanket bogs means 

they are typically ombrotrophic (receive all their water and nutrient inputs from 

precipitation) and hydrologically isolated headwaters. The movement of water 

through the catchment drainage network is an important factor in their water, 

carbon, and nutrient balances. Peatland streams have historically been regarded 

as ‘conduits’ for carbon leaving a peatland catchment although the processing of 

carbon in-stream is now thought to cause significant carbon turnover (Cole et al., 

2007), including mineralisation. Fluvial carbon mineralisation is the decomposition 

of terrestrial organic carbon that has entered the stream system, through physical, 

biological, or chemical processes. This involves the breakdown of large organic 

molecules into smaller mineral forms including carbon dioxide or methane gases, 

creating a pathway for carbon to move from terrestrial to atmospheric global 

sinks.  

In recognition of their important function as carbon stores, peatlands are part of 

England’s 25 Year Environment Plan to deliver on Net Zero emissions targets 

through responsible management (DEFRA, 2021). Carbon sequestration by 

peatlands offers a ‘natural climate solution’ (Griscom et al., 2017) to increasing 

atmospheric CO2 concentrations but the creation and implementation of national 

and local strategies requires greater monitoring to create accurate and adaptive 

carbon budgets (Whitfield et al., 2011). 

2.2 Fluvial Organic Carbon Mineralisation 

2.2.1 Fluvial Organic Carbon 

Waterborne carbon represents a significant portion of the movement and potential 

losses of carbon through a peatland ecosystem (Dinsmore et al., 2010). Three 

broad forms of carbon are commonly identified and studied in peatland fluvial 

systems: 

1. Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) 

2. Particulate organic carbon (POC) 
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3. Dissolved inorganic carbon, including bicarbonate and carbonate ions, and 

dissolved gaseous CH4 and CO2. 

POC and DOC are typically delineated by size, with DOC able to pass through a 

0.45 µm pore filter, while anything retained on the filter is referred to as 

particulate. Net losses of 78% of dissolved organic matter and 20% of particulate 

have been found across a river basin (Worrall et al., 2012; Worrall et al., 2013) 

but these forms are not static and form part of a mineralisation pathway (Figure 

1). DOC has been found to be increasing in many UK upland streams over recent 

decades (Freeman et al., 2001; Worrall et al., 2004) and in eroding catchments 

POC concentrations can surpass DOC concentrations (Evans et al., 2006). 

Peatland streams have also been found to be supersaturated with dissolved CO2 

(Dawson et al., 2001; Hope et al., 2001; Hope et al., 2004; Billett and Moore, 

2008; Johnson et al., 2010; Wallin, 2010) but sites are idiosyncratic (Wallin et al., 

2010).  

 

    

Figure 2: Idealised model of the POC, DOC, and mineralised carbon 

in-stream transformation pathways. 

 

The movement of POC from terrestrial to fluvial systems occurs through mass 

movement such as cleaving of peat blocks (Evans and Warburton, 2001) or 

surface erosion of bare peat and peat gullies (Evans and Lindsay, 2010). Fluvial 

carbon losses as suspended sediment has been found to represent the greatest 

carbon loss from a peatland catchment (Evans et al., 2006) and this is a factor 

primarily controlled by channelisation and gullying of the catchment (Evans and 

Warburton, 2005). Pipe flow and soil pipe networks also transport terrestrial 

carbon in particulate or dissolved forms (Holden, 2005; Holden, 2012), potentially 

moving 56% of DOC exported by peatland streams (Regensberg et al., 2021). The 

pulse-shunt hypothesis (Raymond et al., 2016) suggests that the majority of DOC 

entering a headwater stream is delivered during high flow events and DOC may 

be removed from the terrestrial peatland by flushing of soil porewater (Cooper et 

al., 2006). This ‘lost’ organic carbon may manifest as increased CO2 evasion rates 

downstream (Duvert et al., 2018) as organic carbon has the potential to be 

mineralised by biological and chemical processes in-stream. Evasion of gaseous 

POC DOC CO2 

CH4 
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mineral carbon from blanket bog streams has been well documented (e.g., Hope 

et al., 2001; Billett and Moore, 2008; Dinsmore et al., 2010; Demars, 2019) and 

may account for a third of organic carbon lost from peatland catchments (Hope et 

al., 2001). The magnitude of mineral versus organic carbon forms is not consistent 

(Hope et al., 2001; Argerich et al., 2016) and monitoring results may be 

catchment specific or driven by spatially and temporally varying factors. 

Mineralisation processes occur within 1 hour of organic carbon entering streams 

(Demars, 2019), substantially less time than the median residence time of UK 

rivers (Worrall et al., 2013). This indicates these processes and outcomes should 

be recorded within the carbon budgets of peatland catchments rather than 

assumed to be occurring downstream (Dinsmore et al., 2010).  

2.2.2 Measuring Carbon Mineralisation and Evasion 

There are two processes to consider when measuring rates of in-stream carbon 

processing. Mineralisation is the rate at which large organic carbon molecules are 

decomposed to gaseous forms. Evasion is the rate at which dissolved gaseous 

carbon leaves the stream through degassing from the water surface. Depending 

on the measurement method, the rate of evasion can be found to be a product of 

both the rate of CO2/CH4 production in-stream and the rate of gaseous evasion 

from the water surface. Few studies directly measure mineralisation rates as 

opposed to evasion rates, the former requiring greater monitoring of changes to 

water quality and the tracing of carbon over time. This could be achieved through 

e.g., carbon dating which has already shown the age of the mineral carbon can 

vary across single catchments depending on sample location (Garnett et al., 

2015). 

A summary of measurement methods used by other studies is given in Table 1, 

adapted from Rawitch et al. (2019). Rawitch et al. (2019) note few have directly 

compared methodological approaches but where direct comparisons have taken 

place the results show substantial differences (Vachon et al., 2010). Additional 

techniques such as convective heat transfer (Gonçalves et al.. 2018), sound 

pressure correlation (Morse et al., 2007), and excess CO2 calculations (Worrall 

and Lancaster, 2007) are available but lack the validation in peatland 

environments that has been performed for the methods in Table 1. Existing field 

methods struggle to generate spatially and temporally extensive fluvial CO2 flux 

monitoring in the field without substantial financial investment and while lab 

experiments allow greater control of covariates, they are significantly abstracted 

from reality such that they may not provide meaningful results (Table 1).  
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Table 1: Techniques available for measuring CO2 evasion or mineralisation from streams, adapted from Rawitch et al. (2019). 

Technique Advantages Disadvantages References 

Floating Chambers 

 

A floating or suspended 

chamber is placed over water 

to create a sealed volume 

within which evaded gas is 

collected and the change in 

concentration is measured by 

an internal or separate gas 

analyser. 

• Logistically simple and non-

invasive 

• Chamber can be designed to 

exact specifications. 

• Gas can be collected for 

chromatography or carbon age 

determination 

• High temporal resolution of 

intra-measurement data for 

regression analysis 

• Direct measurement of evasion 

• May be ineffective on turbulent 

waters typically found in blanket bog 

headwaters 

• Requires use of potentially expensive 

gas analyser. 

• Manual technique means inter-

measurement spatial and temporal 

frequency may be limited 

• Not suitable for long measurements 

as air-water concentrations of CO2 

equilibrate. 

• Doesn’t separate between evasion 

and mineralisation rate. 

• Vachon et al. (2010) 

• Lorke et al. (2015) 

• Bastviken et al. 

(2015) 

• Rawitch et al. (2019) 

 

Headspace Equilibration 

 

Water samples of known 

volume are shaken 

underwater with a known 

volume of ambient air in a 

headspace, to equilibrate CO2. 

• Can be easily done in-field or 

samples stored for analysis 

• Gas can be collected for 

chromatography or carbon age 

determination 

• Only measures ‘potential’ CO2 

degassing (as free CO2 in the water) 

and doesn’t estimate gas transfer 

velocity. 

• Cannot capture reaeration or other 

dynamic processes affecting evasion. 

• Hope et al., 1995 

• Billett and Moore, 

2008. 
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Henry’s Law is used to 

calculate the evasion of CO2 

from the water into the 

headspace.  

• Designed for use in upland 

organic streams such as blanket 

bog headwaters. 

• Requires use of potentially expensive 

gas analyser. 

• Due to temperature dependency of 

CO2 solubility, analysis must be 

performed under same temperature 

conditions as field. 

Chemical tracers 

 

A volatile (e.g., Helium) and a 

conservative (e.g., Sodium 

Bromide) tracer are added as 

single or multiple pulses to 

streams and the 

concentrations of each are 

measured over the stream 

channel to monitor degassing 

or water inflow. 

• Also measures lateral inflow of 

water which is likely to be 

occurring in peatland headwater 

catchments 

• Direct measure of gas transfer. 

• Suitable for blanket bog 

headwaters as they have limited 

groundwater inflow. 

• Labour intensive manual water 

sample collection 

• Lateral inflows may need to be 

directly measured with tracers, which 

increases the overall size of the 

measurement campaign. 

• May need additional landowner 

permission to add chemicals to 

stream 

• Some tracer chemicals are 

greenhouse gases (e.g., Sulphur 

Hexafluoride) 

• Benson et al. (2014) 

• Knapp et al. (2015) 

• Rawitch et al. (2019) 

Hydrogeomorphic 

equations 

 

• Potentially limits requirement 

for expensive monitoring 

campaigns. 

• Accuracy reliant on measurements or 

understanding of physical processes 

• Direct measurements of parameters 

may be required 

• Raymond et al. 

(2012) 

• Rawitch et al. (2019) 
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Gas transfer velocity is 

estimated based on 

mathematical equations 

representing physical 

parameters e.g., 

geomorphology. 

• Once parameters and data are 

gathered the calculations are 

fast. 

• Issues with upscaling identified 

• Variability of blanket bog headwaters 

over time and space may increase 

complexity of calculations 

Laboratory Mixing Studies 

 

Bulk samples of stream water 

are collected, and gas evasion 

monitored under laboratory 

conditions 

• Individual parameters can be 

manipulated to examine the 

effect on gaseous flux 

• Sub-samples can be analysed 

for changes to water chemistry 

• Abstraction from field processes may 

limit application to carbon budgets 

• Access to lab equipment or bench 

space required 

• Requires use of potentially expensive 

gas analyser. 

• Goulsbra et al. (2016) 

• Brown et al. (2019) 
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2.2.3 Parameters Controlling Mineralisation Rate 

The parameters controlling the mineralisation rate of organic carbon, as identified 

in existing literature (e.g., Duvert et al., 2018) and any specific techniques to 

measure them are outlined below. These parameters affect two main processes 

of mineralisation, photodegradation and biological breakdown. 

Organic Carbon Load 

The organic carbon load is the quantity of organic carbon in-stream or added to 

streams during erosion events. Labile DOC is rapidly processed in stream with up 

to 87% processed after 10 days (Moody et al., 2013). In peatland streams high 

DOC transport into streams corresponds to peaks of CO2 evasion (Kokic et al., 

2019). However, the concentration of DOC has been found to be inversely related 

to the quantity of CO2 released from the surface of the water in lab studies 

(Goulsbra et al., 2016; Brown et al., 2019). In acidic waters, organic matter is 

more hydrophobic and less bioavailable (Ekstrom et al., 2011) although changes 

to pH alone have not been found to cause changes to gaseous carbon loss 

(Goulsbra et al., 2016). High resolution spatial monitoring, especially following 

storm-driven erosion events, is likely needed to capture the variability of organic 

carbon load as it undergoes potentially rapid processing along a watercourse. 

Temperature  

Temperature has been shown be positively correlated to the mineralisation rate 

of peatland DOC (Brown et al., 2019, Hudson et al., 2003), where it may be a 

limiting factor for the rate of microbial respiration. Water rather than air 

temperature better predicts CO2 release (Hudson et al., 2003) and with UK air and 

river temperatures predicted to increase (Murphy et al., 2010; Watts et al., 2015) 

the role temperature has on mineralisation processes is critical to modelling 

current and future rates. Temperature is unlikely to be highly spatially variable in 

blanket bog catchments, however the rapid processing of carbon in the water may 

be best understood using high temporal resolution data. 

Light 

The bonds in complex organic carbon molecules are readily broken down by UV 

light to produce mineral carbon (Cory et al., 2014). Headland streamwater has 

been regarded as ‘UV-labile’ whereby photosensitive DOC components undergo 

rapid photodegradation (Molot and Dillon, 1997). DOC made up of a high 

proportion of aromatic, coloured, or high molecular weight molecules are more 

susceptible to UV breakdown (Jones et al., 2016). Photometry analysis may 
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require lab-based sample analysis although field-based photometers have been 

developed (Yang et al., 2015). Due to the high cloud cover often found in UK 

blanket bogs, high spatial resolution data may be necessary if cross-catchment 

point measurements are taken. Where measurements are taken at the catchment 

scale, a catchment average may be suitable. 

Rates of 1-10% DOC removal per day have been measured in radiation 

experiments using natural or artificial light (Gennings et al., 2001; Osburn et al., 

2001; Obernosterer and Benner, 2004; Moody et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2016) 

and a field study showed photodegradation removed 3-5% of DOC over a forested 

watershed (Maavara et al., 2021). In peatland environments, an increase in 

photodegradable DOC and POC often accompanies an increase in turbidity 

(Marttila and Kløve, 2012). The effect of lower UV penetration into the water 

column combined with greater organic carbon concentrations is unknown. 

Turbidity meters have been shown to be effective at measuring suspended 

sediment and nutrient loads (Marttila and Kløve, 2012) and may be useful 

additions to monitoring campaigns of this phenomenon. High temporal and spatial 

variability may be required for turbidity monitoring to accurately represent the 

variation across the catchment. 

Dissolved Oxygen 

The concentration of dissolved oxygen in peatland streams is controlled by re-

aeration from atmospheric O2, and in-stream respiration and photosynthesis (Dick 

et al., 2016). The biochemical oxygen demand (loss of O2 per litre per unit time) 

of a stream could be a proxy for fluvial organic carbon turnover (Worrall et al., 

2021) although its importance in understanding mineralisation rates is uncertain 

(e.g., Amon & Benner, 1996; Worrall et al., 2021). 

A model of dissolved oxygen in a Scottish peatland headwater found dissolved O2 

can be modelled under steady state environmental conditions, but models were 

unable to capture variations caused by peaks or troughs in flow, water 

temperature, or DOC concentration (Dick et al., 2016). Capturing this variation 

may require multiple sensors placed throughout a catchment over high and low 

flows. 

In summary, temperature, dissolved O2, light intensity, and the existing or 

additional organic carbon load have been found to have effects on the rate of CO2 

lost from blanket bog streams. These parameters have their own intrinsic 

variation, and there are likely to be critical zones within peatland catchments 

where high resolution spatial monitoring should be undertaken. Additionally, 
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Goulsbra et al. (2016) suggest there are also likely to be temporal peaks of carbon 

processing, dependent on weather or seasonal changes to peatland function. 

Targeted monitoring of these critical zones and times of processing may produce 

more meaningful and manageable data that a broader monitoring campaign over 

an entire peatland catchment. 

2.2.4 Parameters Controlling Evasion 

Once the mineralisation process has occurred in stream, gaseous CO2 can exit the 

water column by degassing at the surface. The gas transfer velocity controls the 

rate of gas movement across the water-atmosphere boundary and has been 

shown to vary significantly over streams (Kokic et al., 2019). Gas transfer 

velocities can be determined using tracer experiments although uncertainties arise 

from a lack of seasonal measurements in addition to a poor understanding of 

reaeration coefficients (Hope et al., 2001; Argerich et al., 2016). Reaeration is 

typically governed by variations in discharge and stream geomorphology (Argerich 

et al., 2016). Gas transfer monitoring by tracer experiments (Table 1) is effective 

at capturing the small-scale heterogeneity of stream morphology typical of blanket 

bog headwaters (Kokic et al., 2019). Measuring turbulence directly using acoustic 

doppler velocimetry has also been tested in streams (e.g., Zappa et al., 2007; 

Kokic et al., 2019) and shown to effectively capture small-scale variation. Broad 

rather than targeted monitoring may be the most effective method of capturing 

catchment-scale variation in the gas-transfer velocity, given high spatial and 

temporal heterogeneity of the governing phenomena. 

The solubility of CO2 is inversely related to temperature and warmer water may 

be measured as having greater mineralisation rates but distinguishing whether 

this is mineralisation or evasion driven should be considered when monitoring 

campaigns are developed. Separating mineralisation rates from evasion rates also 

requires knowing the dissolved CO2 concentrations entering the stream from 

terrestrial porewater. Blanket bogs are typically catchment headwaters and as 

such may have multiple points where soil water enters the watercourse. Surface 

level streamflow has also been shown to be ephemeral (Goulsbra et al., 2009), 

necessitating high spatial resolution monitoring. Wallin et al. (2010) and Demars 

(2019) found dissolved and evaded CO2 from porewater increased with discharge, 

possibly resulting from increased precipitation (Duvert et al., 2018). Increased 

discharge may dilute DOC, dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), and acid ions, 

affecting in-stream metabolism, the CO2 concentration gradient, and the 

carbonate equilibrium (Figure 3) (Duvert et al., 2018). At sites with very low pH, 

almost all DIC will be in the form of CO2 which increases the water-air 
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concentration gradient and drives evasion (Wallin et al., 2010). Dawson et al. 

(2001) suggest the continued evasion of CO2 from streams, coupled with the very 

high concentration of H+ ions in acidic peatland headwaters works to continuously 

push the equilibrium back towards to CO2 production.  

 

 

Figure 3: Carbonic acid equilibrium. H+ ions present in acidic 

peatlands drive the production of carbonic acid, and the ongoing 

evasion of CO2 from the stream surface coupled with stream water 

H2O drives the carbonic acid reaction towards CO2 production. 

 

There is not a consistent relationship between discharge and evasion rates (Hope 

et al., 2001; Dinsmore and Billet, 2008; Wallin et al., 2010; Billett and Harvey, 

2013; Aho et al., 2021) although higher order streams have been found to release 

less carbon to the atmosphere (Dick et al., 2016) and results may be catchment 

specific. Short term variability in evasion may be primarily driven by discharge, 

while temperature dependent solubility may govern dissolved gases (Dinsmore et 

al., 2013). High flows act to drive CO2 out of a supersaturated stream, and Aho et 

al. (2021) suggest high-frequency sensor data are required to capture this 

response.  

2.2.5 Additional Catchment-Scale Parameters 

Peatlands are vulnerable to anthropogenically induced climate change which can 

result in vegetation loss and peat erosion (Hough et al., 2010). Erosion is a natural 

process that can be amplified by human activity (Li et al., 2018) and the resulting 

degraded peat can lose its carbon storage function in addition to other ecosystem 

benefits (Parry et al., 2014). Restoration of actively eroding catchments does not 

have a predictable effect on POC loads reaching blanket bog streams. Common 

restoration attempts such as ditch blocking may reduce (Wilson et al., 2011; 

Shuttleworth et al., 2014) or increase (Evans et al., 2018) organic carbon reaching 

blanket bog streams, and the outcome may be catchment dependent.  

Blanket bogs are used for a range of economically productive functions including 

forestry, agriculture, and recreation. Upwards of 9% of UK peatlands are drained 

for forestry (Hargreaves et al., 2003), a process which typically results in 

increased DOC quantities reaching aquatic pathways (Sloan et al., 2019). Sheep 

CO2 + H2O H2CO3 HCO3
- + H+ 
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grazing is also a common agricultural practice in UK uplands, including peatlands, 

and grazing has been found to cause variable effects on peatland function and 

stream carbon (Worrall et al., 2011). Managed burning for recreation or 

agriculture may not have an impact on the runoff reaching peatland streams 

although this is also a relatively common practice on UK moors and peatlands 

(Clay et al., 2010). 

Eroding catchments have been shown to have greater quantities of POC than DOC 

(Pawson et al., 2008) and understanding the downstream impact of restoration 

as well as the terrestrial peatland is important for carbon budgets. Wilson et al. 

(2011) state the need for more data from more sites to understand the impact of 

peatland restoration on in-stream organic carbon.  

Intact bogs have been found to have more stable hydrological systems and water 

quality (Flynn et al., 2015). It may be that as restoration continues, the extremes 

of variability noted for some fluvial carbon parameters may reduce and the 

predictability of these parameters may increase. Despite these uncertainties, 

restoration has been assessed to be economically and socially beneficial (Glenk 

and Martin-Ortega, 2018) but understanding the impact of restoration requires 

effective monitoring of conditions before and after interventions. 

2.3 Approaches to Peatland Monitoring  

2.3.1 Considerations for Peatland Monitoring 

The heterogeneity of ecosystems poses a problem for any study of natural 

phenomena. The processes described in Chapter 2.2 that control carbon 

mineralisation rates in blanket bogs demonstrate both spatial and temporal 

heterogeneity, creating a mosaic of process outcomes across the landscape 

(Rosset et al., 2020). Single-point measurements, including those outlined in 

Table 1 (floating chambers, headspace equilibrium), may not capture peatland 

headwater complexity (Raymond et al., 2012; Duvert et al., 2018) and interannual 

carbon budgets can vary considerably (Billett et al., 2004). Multi-year or multi-

decade studies may therefore provide the most accurate overview of carbon 

processing. UK blanket bogs have limited accessibility during winter and studies 

may take place solely in summer meaning current understanding is biased toward 

summer and spring months. A similar issue is found for diurnal cycling, monitoring 

at night can be hazardous and as such studies into nocturnal carbon cycling are 

limited (Dixon, 2012). These environmental limitations cause biases in data 

collection, limiting our understanding and generating inaccuracies in the carbon 

budgets of UK blanket bogs. A change in the approaches to monitoring blanket 
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bogs may be required to capture data representative of the spatial and temporal 

variability, if current techniques are not sufficient. 

Identifying and monitoring the interdependent parameters controlling carbon 

mineralisation in peatland streams is potentially a research effort spanning 

multiple years and using a vast array of monitoring equipment over multiple 

peatland catchments. Once this is combined with monitoring carbon 

evasion/mineralisation rates (Table 1), measuring all covariates or possible 

combinations of parameters may be unfeasible due to constraints of time and 

resources.  The automation of monitoring allows high frequency data collection 

without labour being prohibitively intense or expensive although automation may 

not be available for all the parameters described in Chapter 2.2. Equipment must 

be suitably robust to withstand the environment and in blanket bogs factors such 

as waterlogging, precipitation, acidity and temperature are key considerations 

when choosing suitable equipment. Many UK blanket bogs are in national parks 

where the public have right to roam and people damaging expensive or sensitive 

equipment is also a risk.  

2.3.2 Monitoring Equipment 

Scientific equipment can be purchased from commercial manufacturers, but the 

cost of equipment may be inaccessible for some researchers or may not provide 

suitable data to answer the specific research question. Designing and building 

custom sensors is a potential method for scientists to upscale measurements to 

provide data to address the complex processes occurring in peatland streams. 

Geography has a history of creating equipment for scientific research (e.g., Goudie 

et al., 1990) and in other disciplines there has been commentary of on the use of 

single board computers or microcontrollers to create bespoke electronic sensors 

(e.g., Pearce, 2012; Cressey, 2017; Allan, 2018). A review of these approaches 

in peatland science does not exist but assessing the potential added value of user-

made monitoring equipment would allow future researchers to assess the most 

appropriate monitoring techniques available to them. Previous reviews into these 

techniques highlighted reduced equipment costs as a primary benefit, although 

there may be additional reasons researchers have built their own equipment. A 

more detailed understanding of why researchers chose to build their equipment 

could help demonstrate the added value of user-made sensors compared to 

commercially available equipment.  
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2.4 Objectives 

Peatlands are a critical aspect of the global carbon sink, however the 

methodological approaches described in Chapter 2.3.2 have application in any 

natural or anthropogenic environment. There is limited published documentation 

on custom sensors applied in peatland environments, which restricts the potential 

significance and scope of a systematic review of this specialised field. However, 

custom monitoring approaches applied in non-peatland environments may provide 

valuable insight and methodological techniques that could be effectively 

repurposed to study peatland carbon processing. Additionally, physical science 

research is increasingly interdisciplinary and collaborative in nature (Wuchty et 

al., 2007). A review that aims to capture the existing utilisation of custom sensors 

in Geography as a wider discipline, rather than peatland environments specifically, 

will provide greater understanding of the engagement with and viability of this 

methodological approach. 

Table 1 identifies that a major limitation of multiple monitoring techniques is 

access to a gas analyser, which are purchasable from commercial suppliers for 

between approximately a thousand pounds to many tens of thousands depending 

on the model (Brown et al. 2020, supplementary). Some researchers may find 

purchase of a single gas analyser too costly, which limits their ability to undertake 

research or results in more labour to gather sufficient funding. Alternatively, 

projects may find scaling up their instrumentation and monitoring campaigns, to 

capture more meaningful data such as the increased monitoring required for 

peatland fluvial carbon (Chapter 2.2), is cost prohibitive. To contribute to the need 

for increased monitoring of fluvial carbon mineralisation in blanket bogs, there is 

scope to develop a low-cost gaseous CO2 sensor with comparable accuracy to 

commercially available equipment that can capture data at timescales relevant to 

fluvial carbon processing. An illustrative case study of a custom monitoring 

approach would also provide opportunity to reflect on the outcomes of a review 

into existing custom methods. Therefore, the objectives of this thesis are as 

follows: 

Objective 1: Review the use of custom-made sensors in Physical Geography to 

identify any common reasons why researchers used this methodological approach.  

Objective 2: Use these findings to inform and develop a custom CO2 sensor for 

use in peatland environments. 
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Chapter 3: Paper 1 

Factors Influencing the Development and Application of Custom-Made 

Sensors in Physical Geography Research. 

In preparation for publication as: 

Brown, S.L., Goulsbra, C.S., Evans, M.G., Shuttleworth, E. (in preparation). Factors 

Influencing the Development and Application of Custom-Made Sensors in Physical 

Geography Research. Progress in Physical Geography. 

• SLB undertook systematic review process and analysis of results and drafted and 

revised the manuscript. 

• MGE, CSG, ES provided supervisory support in the analysis of results and 

commented on manuscript drafts. 

3.1 Abstract 

Using microcontrollers to observe and monitor the environment is a growing field of study 

which Physical Geography is ideally placed to both utilise and expand upon. This systematic 

review of Physical Geography literature that has used custom sensors identifies nine broad 

methodological objectives research teams had in using custom-made as opposed to 

commercially available sensors. The most common reason given for the pursuit of custom-

made equipment was to reduce research costs, followed by useability of equipment and 

improvements to the temporal frequency of data. Using this goal-focused lens we provide 

a synthesis intended to signpost research teams interested in bespoke methodologies and 

discuss how physical geography could both encourage, and benefit from, increased 

engagement with this technology. 

3.2 Introduction 

Physical geography, while diverse in study sites and topics, is linked by a goal to 

understand the interactions of Earth’s processes and how they change over space and time 

(p2, Holden, 2017). The evolution of modern physical geography, from the quantitative 

revolution of the 1950s, accompanies technological advances that geography has often 

successfully integrated into everyday research e.g., GIS software and spatial analysis. The 

transition to a quantitative rather than descriptive science (Goudie, 1990) involves 

increased gathering of observational data and physical geography’s continued integration 

of novel technologies into data collection techniques will be focus of this article. 

Geographers historically took an active role in creating their own equipment to undertake 

research, for example ‘Geomorphological Techniques’ (Goudie, 1990) includes 38 

diagrams, schematics, and photographs that explain how to build equipment to measure 

varied geomorphological phenomena. The practise of using user-made, custom 
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equipment, as opposed to commercially available equipment, continues today in tandem 

with technological advances. 

Arguably, the most significant technological development since the 1950s has been the 

development of computers. Since the development of microprocessors in the 1970s, 

computing power has risen dramatically alongside miniaturisation. During the 2010s 

‘microcontrollers’, credit card sized computers built on a single board, were popularised 

by scientists and hobbyists. Using microcontrollers to observe and monitor the 

environment is a growing field of study (Figure 4) and self-assembly environmental 

sensors can be purchased from a variety of online retailers. 

There has been some commentary on the expansion of single-board computers and 

microcontrollers in research (e.g., Pearce, 2012; Cressey, 2017; Allan, 2018), but reviews 

that focus on the practicalities and added-value of using this equipment are sparse (Fisher 

and Gould, 2012; Chan et al., 2020, as examples). This fractured literature landscape 

means potential developers of custom sensors may find it difficult to identify what work 

can be expanded on and how this could be done. Using a goal-focused rather than output-

focused lens we hope to complement existing reviews (e.g., Chan et al., 2020) to 

understand why researchers use microcontrollers to build their own equipment. The ‘do-

it-yourself attitude’ of 20th Century Physical Geography, combined with the technological 

advances of the 21st century puts physical geographers in an ideal place to expand their 

use of microcontrollers and related technologies to gather novel observational data. 

 

Figure 4: Occurrence of the term “microcontroller*” in document title, 

abstract, or keywords in all records on Scopus (solid line, y1), and in 

Environmental Science and Earth and Planetary Sciences records only 

(dashed line, y2). 
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We believe there to be three key reasons why Physical Geography specifically could benefit 

from the use of user-made, microcontroller-based equipment. 

1. Improved spatial coverage of monitoring equipment, from a greater number of 

simultaneously deployed sensors, to improve understanding of physical processes 

and ground-truth remotely sensed or modelled data (Burt and McDonnell, 2015; 

Chan et al., 2020). 

2. Diversity of environments studied by geographers results in study-specific 

researcher needs and non-standardised procedures. This creates a small market 

for suitable commercial equipment and higher purchase costs, or researchers 

compromising on their needs as equipment built for a different market or 

environment is repurposed. 

3. Environments have unique combinations of problems and hazards for both the 

researcher and their equipment. Inhospitable environments may be better studied 

by data loggers, but only if those data loggers are appropriately robust to withstand 

that specific environment and collect meaningful data.  

More generally, there are ongoing scientific and technological developments that Physical 

Geography must actively participate in to remain at the forefront of producing innovative 

research. First is the increase in citizen science and its potential advancement by the 

expansion of low-cost, user-friendly sensors. Second is the discussion around the 

‘Anthropocene’ and environments influenced by local or global human activity. Studies 

may exclude areas overly affected by human interventions as this adds an “uncontrollable 

variable” (Kongo et al., 2010) to all data, or risks equipment becoming damaged or stolen. 

Excluding these areas risks not understanding how anthropogenically induced change is 

affecting broader geographical processes. Thirdly the ‘internet of things’ (IoT) is allowing 

communicative sensor networks to automatically collect and process vast quantities of 

data. If geographers want to ensure geographical processes are most suitably monitored, 

it may be advisable to ensure relevant data are gathered as the IoT is expanded (Kumar 

and Raza, 2017). Finally, research funding is finite and competitive and lowering research 

costs may be a way of increasing the number of projects able to be funded. Taking the 

example of UK Research and Innovation’s Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) 

in 2018, only 28% of funding applications were successful (Pells, 2018) leaving the 

remainder of projects unfunded or requiring further labour to apply for alternative grants. 

Furthermore, successful NERC funded projects received the lowest average grant size of 

all UKRI research councils for 2018 (Pells, 2018).  

The objectives of this paper are to systematically review existing physical geography 

literature that makes use of microcontroller technology and identify any similarities in 

approaches. Specifically, why authors chose to use custom equipment and how they 
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designed and built equipment to achieve their goals. This review will not provide an 

exhaustive list of available methods, but the synthesis can signpost research teams 

interested in custom-made, microcontroller-based methodologies. 

3.3 Literature Review Methodology 

Included the systematic review is published work in any journal, PhD thesis, or conference 

proceeding that produces an original hardware output using 

microcontroller/microcomputer technology in tandem with sensing components for the 

purpose of geographical research. The primary reason for the use of only academically 

published work was to manage the vast quantity of online grey literature about custom 

sensors and microcontrollers. Reviewing the volume of examples would not be practical 

and may not offer any additional conclusions on this use of this technology in Physical 

Geography. The use of published work offers greater trust in the equipment’s correct 

assembly and calibration, researcher integrity, and application of the device within the 

Geography research community.  

The online database Scopus was used to search for articles with the terms 

“microcontroller*”, “microcomputer*”, “microprocessor*”, “DIY” (as a commonly used 

term in the literature), “Arduino*” or “Raspberry Pi*” (the latter as commonly used 

microcontrollers) in the document title, abstract, or keywords. Results were limited by 

discipline (Environmental science, Earth and Planetary Sciences, Multidisciplinary, and 

Undefined). There is no ‘Geography’ discipline by which to limit search results in Scopus, 

and whether Geographers would draw from alternate disciplines to seek solutions is 

addressed in Section 3.6. Non-English language and Undefined Author articles were 

excluded, resulting in 2,219 documents remaining. Initial screening of titles identified 

relevant articles which were further examined for relevance before final inclusion. From 

these articles the ‘snowball’ method was used, using bibliographies and ‘cited by’ lists, 

resulting in a total of 159 papers. 

The first author discipline and whether any additional authors were from 

electronic/engineering or geographical disciplines was noted, using the title of the 

researcher’s department given at the article webpage or using the definition of the 

department at the department webpage. Author-stated ‘objectives’ behind using custom 

sensors were noted (Table 2). Some categories were anticipated, but the final list 

developed during reading. These objectives focus on why physical geographers build 

equipment and what the added value of that equipment is compared to commercially 

available devices. The objective of understanding more about the natural phenomena 

under investigation was assumed to be universal throughout. 
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Table 2: Descriptions of the objectives behind using custom sensors. Articles 

could be placed in more than one category. 

Objective States description of purpose 

Low Cost Reduce equipment costs. 

Interoperability 

Create a device that measured multiple parameters 

simultaneously and could be easily connected to other 

equipment.  

Accuracy/ 

Precision 

Improving accuracy or precision or reducing error. NOT 

improving understanding using a more effective sampling 

strategy, as this is covered by other categories. 

Spatial 

Frequency 

Using a greater number of sensors or stating a parameter 

was more suitably monitored at a high spatial frequency.  

Temporal 

Frequency 

Monitoring at a higher temporal frequency OR a need for 

greater data storage capacity as high frequency data 

collection requires more storage. 

Democratising 

methods 

Provide researchers with greater access to and 

understanding of their equipment, to expand the use of 

custom methodologies, to provide freedom of experimental 

design. 

Democratising 

outputs 

Share data with the public, facilitate citizen science, or 

improve understanding of less researched areas or areas of 

natural hazards. 

Process 

Automation 

Remove the need for manual sampling (in the case of 

sensors) OR allow physical system manipulation (in the case 

of actuators).  

Usability/ 

Replicability 

Create replicable equipment that was easy to use e.g., 

portability or simplicity. 

 

3.4 Empirical Results 

The list of 159 articles included in this review is in the supplementary material. There was 

a steady rate of publication of physical geography articles that create custom equipment 

during 1978-2010, followed by a considerable increase from 2011 onwards (Figure 5), 

with over six times the number of articles published in 2000-2020 compared to 1978-

1999. The most common reason authors created their equipment was to reduce their 

equipment costs or create a low-cost device (Figure 5). This was followed by a desire to 

improve the temporal frequency of measurements and creating a useable and replicable 

device. The two least common reasons were to democratise the methods or outputs of the 

study to the scientific community or the public. Most authors gave two reasons for the 

creation of their equipment (Figure 6). 

The prevalence of each objective changes over time (Figure 3). Lowering costs and 

managing spatial and temporal frequency of measurements were objectives stated in the 

earliest article analysed in 1978. Improving temporal frequency of measurements shows 

a decrease in prominence from the late 2000s, which may be reflective of the 
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improvements in data storage capacities that took place around this time so more high 

temporal frequency data could be collected and stored. The occurrence of spatial 

frequency, interoperability, and process automation objectives remained similar from the 

1980s onwards. Over time, fewer articles stated the need to create accurate/precise 

equipment while the rise of ‘low cost’ as an objective from the start of the millennium is 

notable. Authors’ specific drive to democratise methods first appears in 2000 and is 

followed by the appearance of the drive to democratise research outputs in 2007. Some 

pairs of objectives appeared more frequently (Table 3), and these will be discussed in 

Section 3.5. 

Of the articles reviewed, 43% have a geographer as lead author and 38% have an 

electronic engineer. Geographer lead authors were more likely to be working in a team 

that included an electronic engineer. Authors that fell into the ‘Other’ discipline include 

agricultural scientists, biologists, chemists, physicists, and authors from ‘Science and 

Technology’ centres and made up 18% of articles. 

 

 

Figure 5: Stacked cumulative percentages of objectives (y1) and 

cumulative frequency of articles (y2) over time. * = Democratising 

Methods, ** = Democratising Outputs. 
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Table 3: Heatmap of paired objectives and total number of occurrences of objectives.  

 Inter-

operability 

Accuracy / 

Precision 

Spatial 

Frequency 

Temporal 

Frequency 

Democratis-

ing Methods 

Democratis-

ing Outputs 

Process 

Automation 

Usable / 

Replicable 
Tot. 

Low cost 
36 21 46 51 20 20 28 46 122 

Inter-

operability 
 5 18 20 7 5 8 13 41 

Accuracy   8 11 1 2 7 8 27 

Spatial 

Frequency 
   24 9 11 9 15 50 

Temporal 

Frequency 
    11 10 14 26 66 

Democratising 

Methods 
     3 4 11 22 

Democratising 

Outputs 
      9 4 28 

Process 

Automation 
       12 39 

Usability / 

Replicable 
        59 
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Figure 6: Frequency at which articles use one or 

more of the objective categories as defined in 

Table 2. 

 

3.5 Achieving Research Objectives 

3.5.1 Low Cost 

Reducing the cost of equipment was the most common objective stated by authors 

however few teams are pursuing methods beyond usage of user-made 

methodologies or equipment. Typically, the total cost of component parts is less 

than the cost of an equivalent commercial monitoring unit and this alone is enough 

to reduce costs. Many authors offer a direct comparison between the custom 

equipment and the commercial product, and the subjective nature of ‘low cost’ is 

apparent with costs of less than a hundred to many thousands of British Pounds.  

Creating a low-cost device that was also interoperable was common; this may be 

done when research teams combine multiple expensive commercial devices into 

a single sensor. Combining scientific grade environmental sensing units with low-

cost data loggers (e.g., Barnard et al., 2014) to create a hybrid device was an 

approach used to maintain accuracy and precision of equipment while reducing 

costs. This approach also allowed user-defined control of measurement intervals 

and equipment periphery such as flash memory and clocks. Alternatively, using 

hobbyist level equipment and undertaking extensive calibration tests was also 
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found to reduce costs considerably but increases the time required before 

equipment deployment.  

Reducing costs of equipment infrastructure and periphery has also been achieved. 

Netto and Arigony-Netto (2019) used recycled carbon fibre windsurf masts which 

were cheaper than the market equivalent of carbon fibre in addition to being 

considerably lighter than alterative materials such as steel. Device enclosures also 

range from bespoke (e.g., watertight containers in Baker (2014) and Beddows 

and Mallon (2018)), hybrid (e.g., using PVC pipe in combination with high grade 

water filters and pumps (Edson and Patterson, 2015)) to simple (e.g., gasket lid 

food containers in Mickley et al. (2018)). The use of everyday items, such as 

lunchboxes to house equipment, echoes the tenacious do-it-yourself methods of 

20th century Geography although sensor-, site-, and housing-specific calibration 

is recommended to ensure data quality (Terando, 2017; Chan et al., 2020; 

Whittier, 2020). Continued development of low-cost methodologies may see 

repurposing of existing monitoring infrastructure, or the ‘doubling up’ of sensor 

function for two distinct monitoring purposes to reduce set-up costs (e.g., Jiang 

and Claudel, 2017).  

3.5.2 Usability/Replicable 

Replicable and useable devices are those that allow replication of sensor hardware 

and software and 40% of articles state this as a methodological objective. Creating 

easily replicable and useable devices reduces the initial effort required by future 

teams and allows these users to focus on monitoring and not equipment. There is 

some discrepancy as to how authors report the design, construction, and 

calibration of their equipment and creating a standardised method of reporting 

user-made equipment may help novice users understand and use these methods. 

Usability and improving temporal frequency appear frequently together as 

objectives (Table 3) as teams sought to take quick and easy, sometimes 

automated measurements (see Section 3.5.6), thereby increasing the temporal 

frequency at which data was collected. 

All articles which state the aim of the research was to design an easy to use or 

replicable device provided the reader with access to the hardware design through 

photographs of the final product (e.g., Gagnon et al., 2016; Guerriero et al., 2017; 

Beddows and Mallon, 2018), a circuitry diagram in Fritzing (e.g. Hut et al., 2016; 

Sadler et al., 2016), a wiring schematic (e.g., Barnard et al., 2014; SriLakshmi et 

al., 2017; Brown et al., 2020), or block diagram (e.g., Noordin et al., 2006; 

Caldas-Morgan et al., 2015). Build instructions and code were sometimes 

disseminated via GitHub (e.g., Ali et al., 2016, Lockridge et al., 2016; Huck et al., 
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2017; Beddows and Mallon, 2018; Mickley et al., 2018). Other articles used the 

supplementary material of the journal to include build instructions, code, or other 

files (e.g., Barnard et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014; Bastviken et al., 2015; Temple 

et al., 2020) and programming logic or workflow diagrams (see Chan et al., 2020) 

were also found (e.g., Sadler et al., 2016; Schimmel and Hübl, 2016; Kang and 

Hwang, 2016; Rajagukguk and Pratiwi, 2018). If there is to be efficient expansion 

of user-made methods in geographical and environmental monitoring, articles 

which encourage replication of their sensors should ensure the instructions 

accommodate users with “basic technical skills” (Thalheimer, 2013). Beddows and 

Mallon (2018) chose to use a breadboard to connect devices as a custom printed 

circuit board (PCB) may place the project “outside the reach of users with limited 

electronic experience” while raising costs for minimal extra functionality. 

An equipment list, including the cost and precision of components allows readers 

to check existing designs are suitable for re-use (e.g., Noordin et al., 2006; 

Bastviken et al., 2015; Edson and Patterson, 2015; Ferrarezi, Dove and Iersel, 

2015; Sadler et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2017; Mickley et al., 2018). Stating the 

power draw of the final sensor designs (e.g., Ali et al., 2016; Beddows and Mallon, 

2018) is also useful information for field deployed sensors running from battery 

power. Where relevant, articles include a description of infrastructure such as 

water flow pipes (e.g., Lambrou et al., 2016) or communication network 

architecture (e.g., Yawut and Kilaso, 2011; Pozzebon et al., 2018).  

Power supply methods affect whether equipment is suitable for remote locations 

(Crabit et al., 2011), and power demands affects how long equipment can remain 

in field. Huck et al. (2017) noted in the case of existing personal pollution sensors, 

their large power demand and therefore larger battery requirements make them 

bulky with poor usability at the individual level. Smaller equipment makes their 

use less invasive for people and environments, as well as reduces the likelihood 

of vandalism (Crabit et al., 2011). Where study sites are remote and equipment 

needs to be carried to sites or included as payload on a drone (Bieber et al., 2020; 

Mauz et al., 2020; Pang et al., 2021), the weight and portability of equipment 

may be a key consideration that can only be managed by a bespoke approach. 

3.5.3 Interoperability 

Interoperable devices measure multiple parameters simultaneously and do not 

mandate the research team use equipment of only one manufacturer (Table 2). 

Being able to create an interoperable device that could measure multiple 

parameters simultaneously appeared often with improvements to spatial and 
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temporal frequency (Table 3) although this may be due to covariation with low-

cost objectives.  

Using a multi-parameter device for a multidisciplinary science such as Physical 

Geography reduces issues in comparing data that might otherwise be monitored 

at different time intervals or using different proprietary software and programming 

languages. Data can also be collected in an easily transferable file format such as 

.csv (Huck et al., 2017). Moure et al. (2015) comment in the context of 

volcanology that using commercially available instrumentation means individual 

sensors are required for different parameters, and each of those requires their 

own power source and communication system which increases the cost and setup 

time. Proprietary equipment may also cause the researcher to become “locked-in” 

to using only that manufacturer due to incompatibility between brands (Fisher and 

Gould, 2012). 

Articles that state interoperability as a research goal may use a specific 

microcontroller that allows use of multiple different sensors. Guerriero et al. 

(2017) and Deshmukh et al. (2016) use Arduino microcontrollers because they 

can be used with multiple sensors and receive many analogue signals, although 

most microcontrollers have this ability. Articles also discuss interoperability in how 

they connect components together and whether using breadboards, soldered 

components, or PCB is most suitable. Ali et al. (2016) used a breadboard to 

connect components as core components of the device could remain in place and 

different ‘add-ons’ swapped over. Breadboard approaches are also useful for 

prototyping or testing compatibility and allow components to be re-used in future 

applications. However, if equipment is not soldered it is more at risk from electrical 

connections being physically dislodged. The suitability of these approaches may 

depend on funding limits, research team knowledge, and the required physical 

stability of the device.  

Incompatibility of software libraries (Chan et al., 2020) or hardware limitations in 

the number of input/output pins, may constrain the development of interoperable 

devices but networks of specialised devices could be a possible resolution. Castro 

et al. (2017) create a ‘data acquisition module’ that can read multiple analogue 

signals, allowing for modularity of the sensors attached and reducing the need for 

multiple power sources, communication routes, or data integration after 

collection. Teams also used wireless transmission between a network of multi-

parameter ‘sensing’ nodes and non-sensing ‘communication’ nodes (e.g., Lambrou 

et al., 2014; Moure et al., 2015; Karami et al., 2018; Domínguez-Brito et al., 

2020) to specialise and expand their monitoring. This necessitates fewer data 
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storage units as communication hubs could ‘log’ data or upload it to the internet, 

freeing up input space on microcontrollers to monitor more variables.  

The data produced by interoperable, multi-parameter sensors may be very large 

and ensuring these data are usefully managed is likely to be vital to the expanded 

use of interoperable sensors. Using distributing, on-board, or real-time data 

processing may result in a system that is easier to deploy (Jiang and Claudel, 

2017) and data that is easier to manage. Faster processing chips to undertake 

this may not be available on off-the-shelf microcontrollers but building from 

processing chips likely requires greater computing expertise. Working with 

processor chips as standalone components, as opposed to “off-the-shelf” 

microcontrollers, was the approach used by nearly all the articles we found 

published before 2000.  

3.5.4 Spatial and Temporal Frequency 

Improving temporal and spatial frequencies of measurements were respectively 

the second and fourth most frequent objectives stated by authors (Figure 5). 

Improving spatial frequency was less often explicitly stated as a goal of the 

research but acted as an additional benefit of creating a ‘low-cost’ sensor as more 

sensors could be created. Both spatial and temporal frequency objectives 

appeared frequently with low-cost objectives (Table 3). By creating low-cost 

sensors, researchers may have been able to deploy more sensors over different 

timescales e.g., winter months, thereby indirectly increasing the temporal 

frequency of available data. 

Improving temporal frequency of data collection may be as simple as including 

additional data storage or setting an optimum measurement interval through 

greater programming control. Incorporating flash storage to a microcontroller can 

add greater data storage capacity (e.g., Albaladejo et al., 2012; Di Prima et al., 

2015; Guerriero et al., 2017) allowing for greater temporal frequency of 

monitoring as more high temporal frequency data can be stored. Some 

microcontrollers (e.g., Raspberry Pi) have built in USB slots for instantly available 

flash storage while others require breakout boards to be connected. An 

understanding of the temporal dimensions of the phenomenon under investigation 

(e.g., seconds, hours, seasons etc) is a crucial element of sensor design that 

Physical Geographers are ideally placed to consider. 

Automating data collection allows greater temporal frequency of measurements 

compared to manual data collection (Perri et al., 2016) and this may be the reason 

for the co-occurrence of temporal frequency and process automation in the 
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literature (Table 3). Event-timed devices specialised to the environment or 

parameter under investigation are also found. Goulsbra et al. (2009) used the 

occurrence of water between two electrodes, thereby completing an electrical 

circuit, to monitor ephemeral streamflow. Martin, Wickert, and Moody (2011) 

connected a camera to a rain gauge to monitor overland flow. Event timed devices 

that respond to thresholds or changes in any input signal avoid collecting data 

unrelated to the phenomenon in question, making data easier to manage and 

store. Remote operation of a device to begin monitoring has also been achieved 

using radio (Martin, Wickert, and Moody, 2011) or SMS messaging (Moure et al., 

2015). Devices can be instructed to ‘wait’ for a defined number of seconds before 

recording again or to record at set times in a real-time day, hour, or minute (e.g., 

Moghavvemi et al., 2005; Brown et al, 2020). Many microcontrollers can be put 

into a ‘sleep’ mode of lower power consumption as opposed to ‘waiting’ while 

switched on (e.g., Davis and Davis, 2011; Chan et al., 2020). This reduces power 

consumption and, when using non-mains power, is often preferable to having the 

device pause/wait although if peripherals require a ‘warm-up’ time this must be 

considered. Increasing power supply, including the ongoing development of 

portable renewable energy sources such as solar (Proppe et al., 2020), wind, or 

hydropower that works with microcontroller technology, would allow for 

permanent or semi-permanent logging stations.  

Generating data at optimal spatial frequencies may include denser measurements 

over a single area, or increasing the overall area being measured. As with the 

temporal dimensions of the measurements, producing data at the most useful 

spatial dimensions is best driven by the phenomenon-specific knowledge of the 

Physical Geographer. Existing reviews into low-cost sensor networks identify a 

paucity of stakeholder engagement and data sharing when it comes to networks 

of custom sensors (Mao et al., 2019). Few articles in this review created networked 

nodes of sensors, or loggers that allowed remote data upload, and these are both 

areas that could be developed in future years with a tangible benefit. 

Combining devices with smartphones can allow for easier GPS-driven location 

tracking through the smartphone’s inbuilt GPS capacities, as well as allowing for 

greater spatial coverage of data through citizen science. Hut et al. (2016) and 

Huck et al. (2017) used an individual’s smartphone as mobile data points although 

interaction with proprietary mobile or mobile application technology requires 

additional expertise and investment. There are also examples of teams developing 

autonomous surface vehicles with monitoring payloads attached, these did not 

meet the criteria for inclusion in this review but being able to deploy an automated 
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monitoring system along a waterway as in Dunbabin (2016) created greater 

transect repeatability as well as improved spatiotemporal frequency. A review of 

these is provided in Dunbabin and Marques (2012). 

Telemetry is commonly used by commercial and user-made equipment to transfer 

data from logger to user. A comprehensive review of wireless communication 

methods can be found in Montori et al. (2018) and Webster and Eren (2014). 

There are number of possible network topographies that have been utilised, the 

most common we found being the mesh topology (e.g., Valente et al., 2006; 

Yawut and Kilaso, 2011; Karami et al., 2018). Yawut and Kilaso (2011) suggest 

mesh networks are most appropriate for low-access environments due to their 

inbuilt node redundancy. A star network, where sensing nodes communicate with 

a single processing node, was used by Dominguez-Brito et al. (2020). In 

geographical fieldwork it may be that the ideal network topology is dependent on 

topography, location, and parameter.  

Physical geography research happens in arguably all ecosystems and 

environments, creating unique combinations of problems for both the researcher 

and their equipment. Remote or inhospitable environments may be better studied 

by data loggers owing to the risks to the researcher, while those loggers must 

then be robust enough to withstand that environment. Electronic components 

often require protection from specific environmental conditions, such as salinity 

and water pressure (Beddows and Mallon, 2018). The market for such specific 

projects is likely to be very limited, such that companies have little incentive to 

overcome these challenges or resulting instrumentation is expensive (Lockridge 

et al., 2016). Data may therefore be spatially limited within a single project as the 

research team can afford fewer units. In addition, this data may be spatially 

limited by which global locations are chosen to be monitored, for example low-

cost sensor networks are biased towards developed countries, North America, and 

Western Europe (Mao et al., 2019). 

Mickley et al. (2018) discuss a trade-off between capturing data at “broad spatial 

scales relevant to global change” and the smaller temporal/spatial scales relevant 

to local ecosystem functioning. In the current era of significant ecological change, 

urbanisation, and the ongoing climate crisis it is essential to record long-term and 

continuous data series of geographical phenomena to provide baseline values of 

a changing planet.  

3.5.5 Democratisation 

Democratising Methods 
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The democratisation of monitoring and sensing methods to researchers is a theme 

that runs throughout the other objectives highlighted in this paper but is 

specifically noted by some articles as an objective for pursuing custom methods. 

Democratising methods and replicability were frequently stated together (Table 

3), as authors sought to make their designs easy to use by future teams and the 

ways researchers achieved these objectives were broadly similar (Section 3.5.2). 

The difference between the two objectives is whether the authors encouraged the 

proliferation of do-it-yourself methodologies within Geography or the scientific 

community because they believed in the ‘added value’ of a custom approach.  

Proprietary loggers have reported failure rates of 7%-27% (Mickley et al., 2018) 

and may have batteries or parts that cannot be replaced or can only be replaced 

by the manufacturer. Huck et al. (2017) suggest user-made sensors allow 

researchers to take a “mix and match” approach to monitoring with geographical 

and non-geographical data collected concurrently to create a holistic and more 

impactful study without being confined by fixed-design commercial sensors. One 

added value of custom sensors is the control it gives researchers over ensuring 

the most valuable data are collected by monitoring equipment. Regalado (2017) 

argues that “DIYers” while creating new ways to sense the environment also offer 

critique of the existing mechanisms or technologies by which the world is 

monitored and can take full ownership of their research questions through their 

self-reliance. The information and data can then be maintained by the researcher 

and used in a program of their choosing, rather than in proprietary software 

(Haklay, 2013). 

Achieving the dissemination of user-made methods has been slow. We found some 

duplication of efforts in this review and there is not a defined inter-institutional 

community of “DIYers” as there is for traditional disciplines. The ‘MacGyver’ 

sessions at the American and European Geophysical Union Conferences represent 

the beginning of this and some discipline specific working groups have appeared 

(e.g., Tauro et al., 2017). 

Democratising Outputs 

The democratisation of data outputs can be divided into three categories: citizen 

science, expansion of monitoring programs, and data sharing, each of which are 

addressed below.  

1. Citizen scientists. Using expensive commercial equipment limits the ability to 

perform citizen science as entrusting equipment to members of the public is a risk 

but the lower cost of equipment repair or replacement makes this approach more 
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feasible. The fusion of citizen science with custom made methods is rare (e.g., 

Huck et al., 2017) within the Geography literature we found. 

 

2. Expansion of monitoring programs. Some articles used custom systems to 

expand monitoring programs in conjunction with improving the resilience of 

communities to short- or long-term environmental changes. This includes flash 

flood alarms (Marshall et al., 2007), hydrological monitoring (Hund et al., 2016; 

McGovern, Benzing, Lowry, 2016), volcanic eruptions (Wilkes et al., 2016), 

pollution (Abraham and Pandian, 2013) and weather events (Yawut and Kilaso, 

2011). Creating networks of sensors in remote, disaster-prone areas can be cost-

prohibitive or impractical and lower-cost sensors allows these areas to have 

disaster protection at reduced cost (Yawut and Kilaso, 2011; Abraham and 

Pandian, 2013; Wilkes et al., 2016). Low-cost monitoring campaigns also tolerate 

sensor destruction without significant loss of investment if data is stored remotely. 

Researchers may become more confident to undertake monitoring in remote areas 

as more equipment is tested and these methods move into the mainstream. If this 

equipment can be self-maintained it may be easier to repair or replace equipment 

while in the field than it would be with commercial sensors. 

An alternative to the expansion of monitoring is to create multi-function devices. 

Jiang and Claudel (2017) combined a network of everyday-use traffic flow sensors 

with flash flood sensors that are typically expensive to install as a single purpose 

monitoring system despite the impact floods have on urban areas. Custom made 

sensors could also create or enhance smart environments, potentially improving 

function (Martin-Garrin et al., 2018) although it is the responsibility of the 

researcher to be conscientious and critical when monitoring environments, as 

discussed by Blue and Brierley (2015). 

3. Sharing data to online repositories to view or use by other researchers or 

citizens via phone apps (Huck et al., 2017) or the internet (Islam et al., 2014) is 

the democratisation of scientific outputs. Researchers understand of the 

limitations and inherent imprecision of their data and have a duty to citizen or 

professional scientists to effectively relay this when data is freely available to view 

or download (Snyder et al., 2013). Huck et al. (2017) use the example of air 

quality indices, established by epidemiological research to correspond to health 

implications, as an example of making open-source data applicable to individual 

behaviours. This means the public are better informed to make decisions that 

positively impact themselves, their local communicates, or the planet (Snyder et 

al., 2013).  
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3.5.6 Process Automation 

Process automation was often achieved by creating a data logger where none 

previously existed, thereby removing the need for the researcher to take manual 

measurements or samples. Manual sampling strategies may be unsuitable due to 

environmental hazards, remote sites, poor site access (Ruberg, 2000; Marshall et 

al., 2007), or an impractical number of manual measurements required. Manual 

methods also introduce random or systematic user error into any sample due to 

variations in user skill (Di Prima, 2015).  

Two articles used microcontrollers for the control of a physical model, by 

connecting the microcontrollers to a motor or pump. Automation of control allowed 

for real-time mimicry of a natural system, such as tidal cycle (Miller and Long, 

2015), or measurements when manual operation may not be feasible e.g., night 

(Lee et al., 2016). A single microcontroller unit can control multiple mechanical 

actuators so the size of the experimental design or the number of replicates 

available may be considerably increased. Motorised components are more liable 

to failure than non-moving parts it will be necessary to consider the additional 

environmental risks posed to the equipment, especially if they are to remain in 

exposed field locations for extended periods of time. 3D printing to create better 

equipment housing, or the creation of bespoke mechanical parts may be a way to 

continue developing process automation. 

3.5.7 Accuracy/Precision 

Of the articles that cited improving measurement accuracy and precision as an 

objective of designing their devices, two took approaches that sought to monitor 

a parameter using the direct relationship of that parameter to a physical constant 

(Yang et al., 2014; Wilkes et al., 2018). Yang et al. (2014) used standard LED 

bulbs to monitor absorption spectra, the loss of precision when using low-cost 

LEDs partially compensated for by measuring the wavelength emitted by the bulb. 

The same technique is used by benchtop absorbance equipment, but here without 

periphery such as casing or sample rotators. Using an approach based on direct 

relationships can reduce the necessity for site-specific calibration (Thalheimer, 

2013) but requires expert understanding of the system under investigation.  

Many sensors and microcontrollers have inbuilt analogue to digital converters 

(ADCs) which converts an analogue environmental signal, received as a variable 

voltage, to a digital output value. ADCs come in different bit resolutions, the most 

common being 8-bit. This means the range of voltages it can sense changes in 

(often 0V up to 5V or a specified reference voltage) is split in 256 (82) steps. Using 

different bit ADCs or specifying the minimum and maximum voltages expected is 
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one method of improving the precision of low-cost equipment. Wilkes et al. (2018) 

used 10-bit instead of 8-bit images to improve range and precision of cameras 

connected to a Raspberry Pi, compared to previous attempts in their field. 

Netto and Arigony-Netto (2019) suggest a ‘hybrid’ approach that makes use of 

multiple data collection methods to account for the strengths and weaknesses that 

would result from a single monitoring technique. Low-cost sensors often sacrifice 

precision of measurements for a reduction in cost, which can lead to a greater 

signal to noise ratio (Li et al., 2018). Improvements in precision can be gained 

through window filters such as moving average (Li et al., 2018) but at a sacrifice 

to temporal frequency. Low-pass filters can reduce signal to noise ratios but 

require some prior knowledge of the parameter signal and variation. 

Nearly all articles included in this review included some demonstration of 

equipment calibration and accuracy. Creating accurate and precise equipment 

became a less common objective over time (Figure 4). The production of highly 

accurate commercially available equipment may be the reason for this, therefore 

calibration of custom built equipment should be ongoing and under deployment 

conditions to ensure data quality at all times (Chan et al., 2020) in order to be 

comparable. 

3.6 Discussion 

The purpose of this paper was to review existing Physical Geography literature 

that uses custom built sensors and assess the objectives behind their 

methodologies. Nine broad objectives were common throughout, with researchers 

often citing multiple objectives (Figure 5). Focusing on the objectives of this 

methodological approach, rather than the study-specific outputs, allows future 

research teams to take a problem-orientated approach that can examine the 

breadth of possible methods. The four hypothesised reasons Physical Geography 

could benefit from user-made sensing equipment are somewhat reflected in the 

results. Improved spatial coverage of data was an objective of 34% of articles, 

although we found no article where it was used directly in tandem with satellite 

data, as hypothesised. Most articles found added value in multiple ways (Figure 

6) and there was diversity in the disciplinary group of articles (Table S1), with 

many bespoke approaches, study-specific methods, and non-standardised 

procedures.  

The somewhat artificial boundaries to the scope of this review, created by the 

challenge of defining ‘Geography’ as a singular discipline (Clifford, 2002; Thrift, 

2002) and handling the vast quantity of microcontroller-based publications (Figure 
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4), may limit the scope of the findings and further database searches by other 

teams may yield marginally different results. While this is a weakness of the 

review it also highlights a key outcome. Any researcher interested in this approach 

should not limit themselves to their own discipline but may find value in 

approaches taken by other researchers. For example, Pino et al. (2019) produced 

a similar CO2 sensor to Brown et al. (2020) but purposefully for use in educational 

settings. As the purpose of the work was education, rather than geographical 

research, it was not included in this review but is highly relevant to those wishing 

to upscale CO2 monitoring using custom rather than commercially available 

sensors. 

This review is likely to contain some level of survivorship bias as only published 

studies were used and the iterative process of sensor design (Chan et al., 2020) 

may lend itself to failed attempts that never reach wider discussion. Careful 

examination of priorities and trade-offs, before undertaking custom built 

methodologies, allows teams to be clear about the scope of potential this 

equipment before development and production. If a research team has considered 

custom equipment to be a possible approach, the revision rather than the 

reinvention (Chan et al., 2020) of existing user-made devices would be a 

pragmatic next step. Mandating open-access publication of custom equipment 

supports this and feeds back into the availability of suitable equipment, with the 

realised meaning of ‘availability’ changing over time in the process. It would be 

counter-productive for us to encourage only the use of (potentially paywalled) 

published work when designing sensors and we highly recommend the use of blogs 

and the work of the ‘maker’ and ‘hacker’ communities when designing or 

augmenting sensors. Additionally, there are cases of Physical 

Geography/Environmental Science research teams producing non-published but 

reliable and valuable open-source hardware methods. One example is the 

FreeStation initiative (http://www.freestation.org/) which has wide ranging 

application and uptake across a variety of landscapes. These open-source 

approaches allow geographers a balance between the initial investment of 

developing custom sensors from scratch, and the ability to tailor the sensor to suit 

their exact needs. 

An alternative to the publication of research outputs is their commercialisation. 

There has been some success in commercialising microcontroller-based 

equipment, e.g., the Raspberry Shake table-top seismometer. Democratising 

research methods was one of the objectives we found within the literature and 

many articles encourage the non-commercial replication of their efforts by other 

http://www.freestation.org/
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research teams. Ambos et al. (2008) review the drivers of academics 

commercialising their work and note that a barrier to commercialisation is the 

tension arising from asking academics to simultaneously manage research, 

commercial, and teaching responsibilities. Some universities have a ‘Technology 

Transfer Office’ (TTO) or equivalent to manage commercialisation of research 

outputs although researchers may be unaware of this resource (Huyghe et al., 

2016). The greater uptake of user-made equipment methods has been predicted 

to result in decreased purchase costs of proprietary/commercial equipment 

(Pearce, 2015). This is logical if the manufacturer produced equipment primarily 

for the scientific community but less likely if equipment is being repurposed from 

other sectors.  

In this review, 93% of the articles included were by multi-author teams and 19% 

included collaboration between Geography and Electronic authors. Hara et al. 

(2003) discuss a continuum of collaboration from “complementary collaboration” 

to “integrative collaboration”. Complementary collaborations divide work into 

discrete packages which researchers work on in their normal working groups, 

while in integrative collaborations share and process the research as a team (Hara 

et al., 2003). The most suitable approach is likely to be highly idiosyncratic, 

depending on existing research networks and researcher interests or skills. Within 

this framework there may be disciplinary differences in who is regarded as a 

collaborator. Physical Geography may exclude laboratory or field technicians not 

typically regarded as “researchers”, whether the reality of their work is otherwise, 

meaning they do not appear on author lists (Birnholtz, 2006). Collaborative and 

interdisciplinary work is already occurring in Physical Geography which in UK 

universities may no longer be carried out in traditional Geography departments or 

even performed by physical geographers (Thomas et al., 2017). The 

Measurements and Observations in the XXI century (MOXXI) working group, 

reviewing the use of custom-made technology in hydrology, encourage 

researchers to design “their own sensors and observation methodologies” (Tauro 

et al., 2016). However, diversification in this way means researchers are left with 

less time to focus on their specific geographical research question. The integration 

of knowledge for a common goal (such as environmental monitoring) does not 

mandate the transfer of knowledge and efficiency may be maximised by 

minimising knowledge transfer (Schmickl and Kieser, 2008). Coordination 

between specialists could be streamlined by using common knowledge (Schmickl 

and Kieser, 2008) such as the broad understanding of available techniques, or 

typical limitations of commercial equipment. For example, a geographer may need 

to know what sensors are available and how to upload code to an Arduino, but 
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they do not need to know how to design a PCB to connect components together, 

just that this option exists and who to talk to make it happen. This review focusses 

on the methodology of sensor design, as opposed to their application. As these 

methods move further into the mainstream, the development and production of 

custom sensors may become more of a ‘means-to-an-end’ of research rather than 

a methodological novelty in themselves. Syntheses of specific research areas 

where these methods have been applied may be published over time, but 

engagement with techniques used by other disciplines will maintain ongoing 

innovation. 

With the argument that minimal transfer of knowledge, but successful integration 

of knowledge between geographers and computer scientists is paramount, it may 

be that the role of a ‘knowledge broker’ will become integral to the future use of 

custom built methods (Brown and Duguid, 1998, p103; Sverrisson, 2001; 

Schmickl and Kieser, 2008; Meyer, 2010). Knowledge brokers would be individuals 

that are able to effectively communicate between two or more different research 

teams when these groups’ common language fails while a reasonable 

understanding of each discipline facilitates networking between specialists 

(Sverrisson, 2001). Some institutions may already fill this role through 

laboratory/field technicians, who may not be included on author lists (Birnholtz, 

2006) and are not visible to the wider research. Future advancements in 

computing and technology may gradually reduce the need for knowledge 

brokering. This is emerging in some areas such as ‘table-top’ 3D printing machines 

allowing anyone with opportunity to learn the software the ability to create custom 

equipment (Pearce, 2012) while the designs for equipment can be downloaded 

from free repositories such as ‘Thingiverse.com’. 
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3.7 Conclusion 

This review sought to examine the existing literature of user-made, custom 

sensors in Physical Geography and identified nine broad methodological objectives 

stated by research teams that designed and built sensors for the purpose of 

Geographical research. Reducing research costs was the most common objective, 

often achieved through the building of sensors rather than purchasing 

commercially available sensors. Creating easy to use equipment was the second 

most common objective, as researchers sought to create bespoke equipment that 

exactly met their research needs. Other objectives were met in different and often 

unique ways, and research teams considering a user-made, custom approach 

would be prudent to see what work has already been done to avoid duplication of 

efforts. 

The overall proportion of geographical/environmental research that uses 

microcontroller-based sensors remains low (Figure 4). However, this review shows 

that they can provide added value, concurrently and in multiple ways (Figure 6), 

and overall innovation to a research project. Out of the 159 articles in this review, 

93% were by multiple authors and 19% were from collaborations between 

Geographers and electronic specialists. Different ways of thinking about 

collaboration, whether that is geographers learning new techniques, or creating 

new research networks, may be key to the expansion of these methodologies. The 

future of physical geography has been debated by others (e.g., Clifford, 2002; 

Thrift, 2002) but should not be removed from the concurrent developments of 

technology. 
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a b s t r a c t

Understanding the spatial variability of gaseous carbon flux at a landscape scale requires
intensive monitoring campaigns necessitating significant and perhaps prohibitive financial
investment. Commercially available CO2 sensors may only partially fulfil the requirements
of the researcher, thereby generating inadequate data. In this context we present the fully
replicable designs for a low-cost, microcontroller-based gaseous CO2 concentration data
logger suitable for field deployment at scale. It demonstrates a post-calibration accuracy
of 96–99% and large onboard data storage for data collected at user-defined intervals.
The sensor can be powered via USB or batteries, assembled by novice users, and produced
for approximately £155. Post-calibration it was used to measure CO2 evasion from a peat-
land stream, environments known to be spatially and temporally variable CO2 sources,
although potential applications are much wider in scope. The proliferation of low-cost,
open-source, and user-made sensors in physical sciences could allow researchers to answer
questions previously unanswerable due to the limitations of existing proprietary equip-
ment. We encourage other research teams to use and adapt this design for a range of pur-
poses and research questions beyond carbon processing in peatlands.
� 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Hardware in context

As a greenhouse gas and key component of biological and environmental processes, gaseous CO2 concentrations require
monitoring at variable spatial and temporal scales. For example, understanding landscape scale CO2 processing may need
spatially distributed measurements over long timescales, while equilibrium control in greenhouses may need frequent
and localised monitoring for the purpose of a wider research design. These two scenarios represent extremes of CO2 mon-
itoring campaigns but exemplify the challenges associated with finding CO2 monitoring equipment that meets the needs of
the research and researcher. Monitoring campaigns require financial investment that may not be available to all researchers,
especially if multiple commercial data loggers are needed. Alternative cheaper equipment may not be suitable for the
research design due to monitoring interval, data storage capacity, accuracy and precision, or portability.

In this context we present the fully replicable designs and code for a microcontroller-based CO2 data logger. Single-board
microcontrollers are credit-card sized computers that allow the user to customize functionality through code and add-on
components. Gaseous CO2 can be accurately measured using non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) technology in sensors small
enough for use with microcontrollers, allowing users to combine the utility and increasing popularity of microcontrollers
with the need to monitor CO2. Single or dual band NDIR sensors are able to respond to concentration changes of a single
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gas while alternative sensors may use the change in the electrical resistance of a membrane to monitor concentrations of
multiple gases, although using this method to monitor solely CO2 is likely to create noisy data due to the confounding effect
of other gases such as carbon monoxide or methane. There has been some development of low-cost CO2 data loggers by other
teams using microcontrollers and NDIR sensors [2,5,7,3] that demonstrate their accuracy and usefulness. These articles used
temporary breadboard connections to connect components and while breadboards have the advantage of allowing multiple
different designs to be created and parts easily reused, they are more prone to being physically dislodged or incorrectly setup
by novice users. We chose to use a custom printed circuit board (PCB) to connect a low-cost NDIR CO2 sensor and other com-
ponents in a semi-permanent modular design based around an Arduino Uno, costing approximately £155 in total. Using a
PCB allows very rapid creation of multiple identical data loggers that can be easily deployed. These data loggers are phys-
ically robust and contain very large data storage capacity therefore allowing them to be deployed for extended periods of
time without needing user intervention.

After calibration, we use the data logger in a pilot study to measure CO2 flux from a peatland stream in the Peak District,
UK. Peatlands are carbon-rich environments that can contribute substantial volumes of CO2 to the atmosphere due to ongo-
ing terrestrial degradation. Our specific interests are in peatland carbon budgets, and the use of these cheaper sensors allows
the capture of landscape spatial (e.g. vegetation cover, erosion severity) and temporal (e.g. seasonal, diurnal) variability in
CO2 flux. Additionally, a greater number of intra-measurement data points allows carbon flux rates to be more accurately
measured and tested for linearity before use in respiration and photosynthesis models. We encourage other research teams
to use and adapt this design for a range of purposes and research questions beyond carbon processing in peatlands.

2. Hardware description

The purpose of this work was to create a low-cost CO2 sensor for environmental monitoring, based around a single-board
microcontroller that can offer an alternative to commercial CO2 sensing equipment while still providing accurate measure-
ments. Fixed characteristics of the design included the ability to time-stamp data, so it can be combined with datasets from
other sources. Stable, portable, and high-volume power input options were essential and low power consumption of the data
logger was preferred in order to improve suitability for field deployment. Extended deployment also mandated high capacity
data storage. Many environmental studies co-monitor temperature and atmospheric pressure, especially in chamber-based
CO2 flux measurements, so the incorporation of a barometer and temperature sensor was investigated. The projected design
beyond CO2 monitoring was intentionally flexible as we anticipated the final design to be a balance of the cost and overall
suitability of available components.

We used an Arduino Uno microcontroller as it has 20 input/output points, and per board they comparatively inexpensive
(Table S1) and small (dimensions 68.6 � 53.3 mm). The Uno has three power input options (USB, DC barrel plug, and via an
input pin), they are tolerant of an unstable power supply (if power is interrupted and recovered the uploaded code will auto-
matically restart) and the Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is free. There is also a wealth of free online resources
to reference and the programming environment is clear to use so future users of the device can benefit from the simple
infrastructure.

The Senseair CO2 Engine K30 NDIR Sensor (‘K300) offers a low-cost method of measuring CO2 concentrations between 0 and
5000 ppm with a stated accuracy of ± 3% of reading [9]. We considered the Sensirion SCD30 CO2 sensor, but the
manufacturer-stated measurement minimum was 400 ppm and we considered it necessary to be able to monitor sub-
atmospheric concentrations. Using a standalone NDIR board (as opposed to the ready-to-use products developed by Senseair
or other manufactures) allowed greater control over measurement interval and the ability to tailor the functionality of the
end product. The K30 sensor has been found to be both accurate and reliable [7] and there is existing grey literature (e.g.
instructables.com and CO2meter.com) to support its application. It has no proprietary interface and it is able to plug directly
into any microcontroller unit, making the design and augmentation of our overall data logger less complex. Single-band
NDIR sensors, such as a the K30, are known to experience more drift than dual-band NDIR sensors but at the time of writing
we could not find a CO2 only, standalone, dual-band sensor. The K30 is compared to two commercially available CO2 data
loggers in Table S1.

Three additional component boards fulfilled our requirements for this sensor and were included in the final design. The
Adafruit MPL3115A2 I2C Barometric Pressure/Altitude/Temperature Sensormeasures air temperature and pressure and has a fair
manufacturer stated accuracy while remaining low-cost [1]. The Adafruit DS3231 Precision Real-Time Clock (RTC) has a tem-
perature compensated quartz clock and optional coin cell battery mount to maintain clock function when power to the main
board is lost (Adafruit.com). On-board MicroSD card storage was used to record data because of the potential for remote
deployment when the logger may not have reliable connection to the internet. A push button counter allows the user to note
e.g. the start or end of measurements or record plot number as all other measurements are continuous. All components use
standard communication systems and board to board connections, the details of which can be found in the Supplementary
material.

Components are electronically connected using a custom PCB designed in Altium, orientated so the K300s air-permeable
membrane is unobstructed from circulating air. The MicroSD-card breakout board was mounted circuitry facing down to
provide a safe-to-touch area on the sensor side of the product. Spare Arduino pinouts are accessible via two rows of solder
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holes on the PCB (Table S2). The final data logger design is modular (Fig. 1) whereby components can be replaced
independently.

3. Design files

Two hardware files, ‘CO2_Sensor_PCB’ and ‘CO2_Sensor_Schematic’, are used for PCB production. ‘Code_Basic’ is code for
monitoring CO2 concentrations. ‘Code_LCD_Screen’ is code for monitoring CO2 concentration and having temperature, time,

Fig. 1. Top-down view of dismantled (A) and constructed (B) sensor.
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and CO2 concentration appear on an LCD screen. ‘Code_2_wire_respons’ is code for monitoring CO2 concentration and pow-
ering a two-wire component based on a user defined CO2 concentration threshold. The three code files can be uploaded
directly to an Arduino Uno. Code libraries are listed in Table S3.

4. Bill of materials

The materials required to produce one sensor are in Table 2. Soldering equipment also required.

5. Build instructions

Assembly uses standard through-hole soldering techniques. Step-by-step build instructions to construct the data logger
can be found in the Supplementary material. Circuit connections are shown in Fig. 2.

5.1. Additional components

Various additional components can be attached and powered by the data logger using the two rows of spare pinouts on
the PCB (Table S2). We have provided code to support the attachment of two-wire components and an LCD screen that dis-
plays real-time CO2 concentration (Table 1). Many LCD screens use multiple digital pins for their function, which are not
accessible with the current sensor design however we found the Arduino LCD screen with Serial Backpack to be suitable.

5.2. Chamber based measurements

The data logger can also be housed inside gas assimilation chambers to monitor CO2 fluxes from landscapes. If it is not
practical to house the sensor inside gas assimilation chamber, the sensor can be housed separately and attached via gas
impermeable tubing to the assimilation chamber. In comparable commercial products, an air fan or pump is included to cir-
culate air between these two chambers. Two-wire air pumps can be used to replicate this functionality and powered by the
sensor or an external power source.

Fig. 2. Circuit connection diagram for all components to the Arduino Uno, additional resistors and PCB not shown. Socket names as printed on boards. Lines
indicate where and how components are connected, dots over lines indicate a node where connections between different lines are made. Connection to the
ground plane of the PCB is shown by three short horizontal lines; these could alternatively be connected to the ground pins on the Arduino (‘GND’) during
testing or if the PCB is not used.
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To monitor CO2 flux from water surfaces, the sensor can be housed inside a covered plastic box to act as a gas assimilation
chamber which can be made buoyant by the attachment of foam floats (e.g. Fig. 3). A USB battery pack can be secured to the top
of the chamber to power the sensor. As long as the lower edge of the chamber remains below the water line, it will be sealed and
the rate of CO2 evasion from the water surface can be monitored. MG Chemicals Silicone Modified Conformal Coating can be
used to protect the sensor from condensation during monitoring, taking care to avoid coating the air-permeable membrane
on the K30, the MPL3115A2 micro electro mechanical (MEMS) pressure sensor chip (functionality relies on free access to the
surrounding atmosphere), or any in-use electrical connection points on the PCB. The sensor can also be housed in an additional
small box inside the floatation chamber to protect it from splashing if the water is turbulent.

6. Operation instructions

All code can be used in the Arduino Integrated Development Environment (IDE) without requiring editing. The default
recording interval is ten seconds, beginning at zero seconds in a real-time minute, and the code is annotated to allow users
to change this interval. A red flashing light on the K30 indicates functioning and the code includes the ability to view all out-

Table 1
Design Files Summary.

Design file name File type Open source license Location of the file

CO2_Sensor_PCB PCB desgins as .rar file CC-By Attribution 4.0 International. Available for download at https://doi.org/
10.17605/OSF.IO/YX4JZ

CO2_Sensor_Schematic PCB designs as .pdf file CC-By Attribution 4.0 International. Available for download at https://doi.org/
10.17605/OSF.IO/YX4JZ

Code_Basic Arduino IDE code as .ino file CC-By Attribution 4.0 International. Available for download at https://doi.org/
10.17605/OSF.IO/YX4JZ

Code_LCD_Screen Arduino IDE code as .ino file CC-By Attribution 4.0 International. Available for download at https://doi.org/
10.17605/OSF.IO/YX4JZ

Code_2_wire_respons Arduino IDE code as .ino file CC-By Attribution 4.0 International. Available for download at https://doi.org/
10.17605/OSF.IO/YX4JZ

Table 2
Sensor components and costs at time of writing. Total ~£155, not inclusive of battery or PCB due to price variability. *Sold as part of a multipack. **Our cost was
£10 per PCB. Commercial PCB production companies may cost more (£10 up to ~£50 per PCB dependent on quantity).

# Component Quantity Cost per unit (GBP) Source of materials

1 Arduino Uno 3 1 £19.73 RS Components Stock No. 715–4081
2 Senseair CO2 Engine K30 NDIR sensor 1 £75 senseair.com/products/flexibility-counts/k30/
3 Adafruit MicroSD card breakout board+ 1 £8 adafruit.com/product/254
4 Adafruit MPL3115A2 I2C Barometric Pressure/Altitude/

Temperature Sensor
1 £10 adafruit.com/product/1893

5 Adafruit DS3231 Precision Real Time Clock 1 £12 adafruit.com/product/3013
6 Tactile Push Button 1 £0.24* RS Components Stock No. 103–4414
7 Custom Printed Circuit Board (PCB) 1 Variable** See Table 1
8 CR1220 3 V battery 1 £1.10 RS Components Stock No. 866–0653
9 MicroSD flash card 1 £5.14 � RS Components Stock No. 695–7334
10 USB A male to B male cable, 0.5 m 1 £1.99 RS Components Stock No.186–2798
11 2.54 mm pitch, 1 row, 10 + contacts, straight pin

headers (to be broken into shorter lengths)
8 £0.67* � RS Components Stock No. 681–3004

12 2.54 mm pitch, 1 row, 8 contacts, straight PCB socket 3 £1.27* � RS Components Stock No. 605–8819
13 2.54 mm pitch, 1 row, 5 contacts, straight PCB socket 1 £0.80* � RS Components Stock No. 681–6823
14 2.54 mm pitch, 1 row, 2 contacts, straight PCB socket 1 £0.28* � RS Components Stock No. 251–8171
15 M2, 16 mm length screws 6 £0.07* � RS Components Stock No. 291–307
16 M2 hexagon nuts 18 £0.07* � RS Components Stock No. 528–126
17 51 kO resistor 1 £0.13* RS Components Stock No.148–900
18 10 kO resistor 1 £0.13* RS Components Stock No. 707–8300

Fig. 3. Setup for the use of the sensor to monitor CO2 evasion from water surfaces. Not to scale.
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puts in real time in the Arduino IDE serial monitor. The K30 sensors have a recommended one-minute warm up time, for this
reason the default code does not to put the Arduino in ‘sleep’ mode in between recording. Data is recorded as a .txt file which
can be directly imported into Microsoft Excel (or equivalent) as a comma delimited spreadsheet with data in the order
shown in Table 3. Data storage capacity is vast with twelve hours of 10-second interval data (4323 records) taking up
168 KB of disk space. Measured power consumption ranges from 70 mA to 220 mA during maximum power draw.

In order for the code to function users will need to download and include the code libraries given in Table S3. To set the cor-
rect time on the RTC once the coin cell battery is inserted, use the example sketch ‘DS32310 included in the ‘RTClib’ library before
uploading the code described above. The MicroSD card format must be FAT/FAT32 when using this MicroSD breakout board.

7. Validation and characterization

7.1. Calibration

Four K30 CO2 sensors were tested for accuracy and precision against a PP-Systems EGM-4 Infrared Gas Analyser (IRGA)
and a Los Gatos Ultraportable Greenhouse Gas Analyser (UGGA) under ambient and artificially changed CO2 conditions. K30
sensors were tested against these two commercial options because they are respectively mid- and high- cost CO2 sensors
often used in environmental monitoring. A comparison between the functionality of the three sensors is shown in
Table S1. Calibration was performed by creating a simple ‘leaky chamber’ connected to the IRGA/UGGA which the K30 device
could be placed in. Breathing into this chamber created an artificially raised CO2 concentration which gradually fell, exposing
the K30 and commercial sensors to steadily lowering CO2 concentrations. Soda lime was used to create artificially low CO2

concentrations in a sealed chamber. The IRGA has a minimum recording interval of one minute so one-minute averaged K30
data was used for calibration as it was unknown exactly when in a real-time minute the IRGA recorded CO2 concentration.
The UGGA can record at a one second interval minimum and simultaneous UGGA and K30 measurements at 10 s intervals
were compared. Calibration models were created using linear regression analysis to test for accuracy and precision of the
data returned from the K30, compared to the IRGA and UGGA. We did not force regression equations through zero as we
did not assume a linear response below the minimum calibration value of 255 ppm, although future calibrations could test
for continued linearity. The manufacturer-stated maximum accurate monitoring level of the K30 is 5000 ppm and any data
measured above this value was removed, although accuracy up to 10,000 ppm has been recorded using K30 sensors [7]. Spo-
radically across the calibration datasets (n = 31,932), 158 CO2 concentration returned values were recorded as between�200
and �300 ppm, likely due to an inconsistent power supply as the operating voltage is strictly 5 V, and these data were
removed from analysis.

It was noted that diffusion dependent K30s do not respond to quickly changing CO2 concentrations (±200 ppm/s) as fast
as the fan or pump equipped IRGA and the UGGA. This caused some divergences in the calibration data, primarily during
times of researcher interaction with the sensor and these data were removed from calibration analysis. In highly dynamic
CO2 environments, or between plot/point measurements it would be prudent to include a ‘flushing’ time or incorporate a
fan or pump to assist with air circulation although this will result in greater power demand.

All K30 sensors demonstrate systematic error, with larger magnitude of error at >3000 ppm concentrations, compared to
the values measured by the IRGA and the UGGA (Fig. 4). Linear calibration models of the K30 data demonstrate R2 values of
>0.99 (Table 3) making these data loggers a suitable low-cost alternative to commercially available CO2 loggers for most
environmental monitoring studies. At values <1000 ppm, the K30 sensors show a strong linear response to CO2 concentration
and for users monitoring within the atmospheric to 1000 ppm range, performing a two-point calibration using gas standards,
as opposed to scientific grade CO2 sensors, may be a cheaper option. A greater number of calibration data points reduced the
error of the regression but did not considerably improve the R2 of the equation (Table 3) and a quicker calibration with fewer
data points may be optimal in some cases. When calibration tests were repeated after a year of intermittent use, K30 sensors
2 and 3 had drifted from their initial calibration response (Table 4). For this reason, we recommend performing recalibration
after every few months of continuous use. While the commercial sensors we tested against do not require as frequent recal-
ibration, it often needs to be done by the supplier and therefore checking the equipment for accuracy is more expensive and
time consuming. Any repairs that need to be done may also need to be performed by the supplier, whereas the designs pre-
sented here could be repaired quickly by the research team themselves.

7.2. Pilot field application

The sensor was used to monitor CO2 evasion rates from a peatland stream using a floating chamber (Fig. 3). Upper North
Grain (UNG, coordinates in decimal degrees: 53.4329, �1.85003) is a small peatland catchment in the Peak District National
Park, UK, that experiences moderate peatland erosion and has well understood hydrology [8].

Table 3
Data outputs and units in the order they appear in the .txt output file once imported into Excel. Column titles will not appear in the document.

Button push Pressure Altitude Temperature CO2 Month Day Hour Minute Second

Number kPascals metres �C ppm 1–12 1–31 0–23 0–59 0–59
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CO2 evasion from four sites on the stream at UNG were measured on 30/03/18, 23/05/18 and 05/02/19 during daylight
hours. Site 1 is the stream draining from the peat plateau. Site 2 is where this stream merges with a second stream that
drains from an area without significant peat deposits. Sites 3 and 4 are downstream. Two replicate measurements at site
4 were taken on the 30/3/18, three and four replicate measurements at each site were taken on the 23/05/18 and
05/02/19 respectively. The chamber was loosely tethered to the bank to prevent it moving over the water while ensuring
it remained a closed system for the measurement duration. Four minutes of stream surface evasion were recorded with a
one minute ‘flushing’ time between measurements during which the chamber was upturned and exposed to the oncoming
wind to aid equilibration with the atmosphere.

Fig. 4. A-C: Pre-calibration CO2 concentration readings from K30 sensors 1 (A) compared to the IRGA, and K30 sensors 2 (B), 3 (C), and 4 (D) compared to the
UGGA up to CO2 concentrations �5000 ppm. Dotted line is 1:1, shaded area is the manufacturer stated accuracy of ± 3% of reading.

Table 4
Linear regression models and outputs for each sensor using CO2 concentrations �5000 ppm. ‘K’ is the CO2 concentration recorded by the K30 sensor. Sensor 1
tested against IRGA, sensors 2–4 tested against UGGA.

Sensor Regression equation R2 RMSE n

1 CO2 = 9.13 + (0.938 � K) 0.996 44.51 1178
2 CO2 = 29.16 + (0.965 � K) >0.999 9.07 7852
2 – recalibrated CO2 = 36.83 + (0.982 � K) 0.993 34.1 920
3 CO2 = 18.64 + (0.978 � K) >0.999 12.67 22,026
3 – recalibrated CO2 = 17.02 + (1.022 � K) 0.980 62.7 919
4 CO2 = 29.19 + (0.978 � K) 0.991 72.14 876
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Linear regression analysis was performed on each four-minute measurement to calculate an evasion of CO2 per hour. The
CO2 flux per hour in ppm was converted to a mass of carbon lost per m2 per hour using Eq. (1).

C ¼ bv 44:01
22:41�1000

� �
12
44

� �

a
ð1Þ

Where C is the mass of gaseous carbon released per m2 per hour (gC/m2/hr), b is the change in CO2 concentration (ppm/
hr) during that measurement as calculated by linear regression, v is the headspace volume of the chamber (m3), a is the
chamber area in contact with the water (m2), 44:01

22:41�1000

� �
is a conversion factor to convert from concentration in ppm to mass

of CO2 in grams, and 12
44

� �
is used to convert mass of CO2 to a mass of carbon. For the chamber we used, v is 0.003 m3 and a is

0.0272 m2.
The pilot field data confirms peatland waters as variable sources of CO2 to the atmosphere over time and space [8,4] and

there is not a clear relationship between measurement date and CO2 evasion rate (Fig. 5). To capture this variability a large
quantity of measurements would be needed, or measurements would need to be targeted in order to capture the times and
places of significant CO2 evasion. In lieu of prohibitively extended field campaigns or a large number of expensive commer-
cial sensors, the low-cost data logger used here means capturing this variability is more feasible both financially and
practically.

8. Conclusions

This article presents designs for a low-cost CO2 data logger based around an Arduino Uno microcontroller and a custom
printed circuit board (PCB). The sensor is an effective low-cost alternative to commercial CO2 measurement systems, demon-
strating high post-calibration precision and accuracy. Applications for this sensor are highly varied and the base design is
able to be augmented with additional components or code to suit the user’s needs. We demonstrate application by measur-
ing CO2 evasion rates of peatland streams, confirming these areas as sources of CO2 which would require extensive monitor-
ing campaigns to capture the variability in evasion rates over space and time. The sensor design presented here is quick to

Fig. 5. Field measured carbon evasion rates (y1) at four sites of varying elevation (line, y2) and location downstream. Circles: 30/03/18. Squares: 23/05/18.
Crosses: 05/02/19.
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assemble, accessible to novice users, and cheap. Use of a custom PCB creates a streamlined and sturdy device that is easily
replicable.

The proliferation of low-cost, open-source, and self-made sensors in physical sciences could allow researchers to answer
novel, and previously unanswerable, questions. We encourage researchers with or without experience in this area to con-
sider whether their equipment is the most suitable option for their research question or environment, and whether time
spent designing or augmenting non-proprietary equipment would facilitate access to new areas of discovery.
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Chapter 5: Summary 

5.1 Summary and Conclusions 

Paper 1 is a systematic review of 159 published works that make use of 

microcontroller technology to build a custom sensor for the purpose of 

geographical research. Sensor designs were often unique and found creative ways 

to monitor specific or multiple parameters. This included creating sensor networks 

that allow upscaling of monitoring (e.g., Dominguez-Brito et al., 2020), using 

bespoke sensor housings that can protect specialist equipment from site-specific 

environmental hazards (e.g., Beddows and Mallon, 2018), or creating a 

multiparameter sensor that streamlines citizen science efforts (e.g., Huck et al., 

2017). 

Focusing the review on methodological objective, rather than scientific outcome, 

meant the reasons why researchers build equipment could be examined. Future 

teams can therefore consider their methodological needs e.g., spatial frequency, 

data telemetry, cost etc. and use this to consider the applicability of user-made, 

bespoke technology. Furthermore, the articles used in the review can form a 

reference guide for future teams to examine the full breadth of available 

technologies and not only those used by their own discipline. This is evidenced by 

the sensor designs in Paper 2 which are not limited to use in peatland science but 

could be applied to any site requiring CO2 monitoring. 

Paper 1 identified that reducing research costs was the most common reason 

research teams produced bespoke sensors. This was mainly achieved 

automatically using user-made technology which typically has a lower cost than 

commercial equivalents. This was replicated in Paper 2 where a bespoke sensor 

with acceptable accuracy for use in peatland carbon monitoring was upwards of 

£5000 cheaper than comparable scientific equipment (Brown et al., 2020, 

supplementary). The cost of commercially available equipment may be a limiting 

factor for researchers without access to substantial equipment funding. 

Furthermore, commercially available equipment may not meet all the needs of a 

researcher due to limitations with data storage, proprietary software, or 

equipment attributes such as weight/dimensions. 

Paper 2 is an illustrative case study of the methodological approach of building 

custom sensors to answer specific research questions, demonstrating that these 

sensors are capable of monitoring carbon evasion from a blanket bog stream. The 

overall data logger has a post-calibration accuracy of 96-99% compared to 

scientific grade equipment. Furthermore, defining the requirements of the 
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equipment prior to its design ensured that the sensor could capture data at a 

useful temporal frequency. Pilot field data confirmed a blanket bog stream in the 

Peak District, UK, as a spatially and temporally variable source of CO2 to the 

atmosphere (Hope et al., 2004). Paper 2 also identifies custom made sensors are 

a valid approach for non-specialists and that outputs can benefit from 

complementary collaboration. In this instance, partnership with an electronic 

engineer to produce a PCB resulted in a streamlined sensor with fast assembly. 

The pilot field data used the floating chamber method of monitoring gaseous 

evasion (Table 1), and while this method was able to capture data effectively over 

short timescales, it was evident during data collection that a long-term monitoring 

campaign using this technique would be labour intensive. Potential future research 

into gaseous evasion monitoring is discussed in Chapter 5.2. 

Peatland carbon mineralisation processes and driving parameters have monitoring 

requirements with commonalities to the methodological objectives identified in 

Paper 1. Namely, a need for high spatial and temporal frequency monitoring and 

some amount of measurement automation to facilitate this, coupled with an 

overarching requirement to consider the equipment costs of a potentially long-

term, widespread monitoring campaign. This means a bespoke, user-made 

approach may provide added value in terms of scientific knowledge, as well as 

methodological innovation. 

5.2 Further Research 

Based on this work there are several interesting future research paths. There is 

scope for a qualitative review into why researchers choose to build equipment, 

including understanding of their career stage, limiting factors, unsuccessful 

attempts, unpublished approaches, interdisciplinarity, and co-authorship/co-

working approaches. This would build on the quantitative approach taken to 

address Objective 1 (reviewing the use of custom-made sensors in Physical 

Geography), which offers insight into the broad reasons why researchers built 

their own equipment but is limited by its use of ‘white’ literature only. Additionally, 

there is scope for discussion of the uptake/re-uptake of custom sensor designs by 

other research teams following the publication of a design, and this is not 

something we found in existing literature. The reduction of ‘duplication of efforts’ 

is discussed in this work and other reviews of do-it-yourself, ‘low-cost’, or custom 

sensors (Mao et al, 2019; Chan et al. 2020). Despite this technology being 

available in a novice-friendly format since the start of the 2010s; the increase in 

academic usage (Figure 4); and websites such as stackexchange.com offering 

community-lead troubleshooting, this technology may be considered “nascent” by 
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the research community (Hund et al, 2016). A longitudinal study of specific case 

studies over time, or further investigation of literature citing the references used 

in Paper 1, would be an interesting next step into understanding this 

methodological approach. 

The application of these finding to peatland science, and specifically fluvial organic 

carbon mineralisation rates in blanket bogs, is potentially widespread. Both Paper 

1 and Paper 2 demonstrate that bespoke sensors can have application to peatland 

science, however given their increasing use in environmental and geographical 

sciences it may be time to move past the idea that these remain novel 

methodologies. Integration and utilisation of custom sensors into rigorously 

planned, well-funded, impact- or data-driven research projects allows the focus of 

physical geographers to remain on their area of scientific expertise. Quantifying 

the level of uptake of sensor designs by other research teams would test the 

viability of this methodological approach. It would also provide understanding of 

how and why research teams value different attributes of this approach such as 

customisability, speed of production, and cost, and how these relate to their 

specific research question.  

Chapter 1 identifies the requirement for monitoring of complex environmental 

parameters that may vary in their intensity and importance to carbon 

mineralisation or evasion rates from peatlands. There are aspects of the sensor 

design in Paper 2 that are not capitalised on, for example the large data storage 

capacity of the sensor. Expanding the pilot data of short, single point 

measurements into an extended time series of evasion rates is a feasible next 

step that also addresses existing gaps in our understanding of the variability of 

evasion rates over space and time. Rigorous field testing would be a further test 

of its this methodological approach’s utility in peatland science, including a 

monitoring campaign alongside the parameters outlined in Chapter 2.2. More 

generally, expanding the number of catchments monitored may demonstrate 

similarity in parameter contributions to mineralisation across catchments, or that 

catchments should be considered as idiosyncratic. This should include monitoring 

of specific times of high mineralisation rates, such as during or after storm events 

or of catchments with high rates of terrestrial erosion. Given the limitations of the 

floating chamber method of evasion monitoring (Table 1), consideration of the 

automation of data collection is also critical. Characterising the relationship of 

targeted parameters to evasion rates either through field or lab studies may reveal 

ideal field monitoring campaigns that capture the most relevant or meaningful 

data. There is minimal work characterising the specific relationship between 
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particulate forms of organic carbon and mineralisation (Goulsbra et al., 2016), but 

the predicted increase in erosion as a response to a changing UK climate (Hough 

et al., 2010) means this parameter may become more important over time.  
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Table S1: References used in systematic analysis in Paper 1. Numbers correspond to reference list in Supplementary 1. 
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85                 X         X X     x   X x       X       

86                         X   X   X   X       X X         

87   X                         X X   X         X   X     

Naval 

Science 

88 X                           X           X       X   X   

89 X         X                 X X     X         X   X     

90 X           X           X   X             X X X         

91     X               X       X       X X     X         Ecology 
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92     X                       X             X X         Engineering 

93       X                     X     X X     X     X   X   

94   X       X X       X       X             X     X       

95                       X                     X   X   X   

96               X             X       X     x     X       

97     X                       X                   X       

98   X               X             X             X         

99 X                           X X   X     X       X       

100                   X         X X               X   X     

101   x                     X   x     x           X         

102                       X     X   X X           X         

103                         X   X       X       X   X       

104             X           X   X X X   X     X X       X Engineering 

105                   X         X     X X             X   Engineering 

106               X X           X X             X X         

107     X                       X             X           Agriculture 

108               X             X       X                 Chemistry 

109               X X         X X     X X X X       X       

110     X         X X           X                         Biology 

111   X               X                 X       X         Engineering 

112       X                       X     X     X X   X   X   

113 X                           X             X X   X       

114                       X     X X   X         X   X   X   

115                   X         x               X X         

116               X                             X     X   Physics 

117 X                           X   X   X         X         
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118 X                           X X   X X     X       X   Zoology 

119               X             X X     X   X       X       

120                         X   X X                       Physics 

121               X                 X               X       

122 X                                   X     X   X         

123 X                           X             x x   X       

124 X                                   X   X       X       

125                     X X     X X X X X         X   X     

126                   X         X X X X     X X           Engineering 

127                       X                     X X         

128                     X   X   X X     X                 Agriculture 

129                         X   X       X           X       

130     X         X X           X X           X     X       

131                   X         X       X X     X X   X     

132 X                         X             X X     X       

133                         X   X X             X   X       

134                         X         X                 X 

Science and 

Technology 

135               X             X X   X     X       X       

136           X                             X X     X       

137               X                     X   X       X       

138               x         X   X               X X   X     

139               X             X       X X       X         

140   X               X         X     X   X     X X         

141     X                       X   X         X X X         

142                 X           X X   X X         X         
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143     X                                     X X X         

144         X           X               X   X       X       

145     X                       X     X   X     X   X       

146     X                       x   X             X   X     

147   X                         X   X   X           X       

148     X                       x     x       x   X         

149 X                           X X       X       X         

150 X                           X                   X       

151               X             X           X     X   X     

152               X   X         x                 X   X     

153                   X         X   x             X   X     

154   X                           X   X           X   X     

155 X X                         X               X           

156   X                         X   X           x X         

157                         X X X       X   X   X   X       

158               X X         X X X   X               X   

Urban 

Geography 

159               X             X X   X x             X   Engineering 
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